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double
usembali the price

ESt.r., uuurr, nurtRr,,,

BATTERY
OPERATED

Just flip the switch.

Standard sensitivities
as used in servicing
manuals.

0
34 ranges -with the
famous Triplett single
knob control.

0
Extra long scales-
unobstructed visibility.

630 -NA

r.

630-A

Triplett Model 631 the standard Combination VOM and
VTVM $64.50. Here's the one instrument which will do
practically a//the measuring in your electronic projects.

A VOM is essential equipment in electronics for measuring cur-
rent, resistance and voltage. A VTVM is important for voltage
measurements where it is desirable that the measuring instrument
cause little or no current drain.

By using the Volt-Ohm-Milliammeter for all general testing (90%
of your testing) and the Vacuum Tube Voltmeter only when you
need it, you have the advantage of a VTVM with extremely long
battery life. Batteries are used only about one -tenth as much as
in the ordinary battery -operated VTVM.
Features: Ohms, 0-1500- 15,000 (6.8-68 center scale. First divis -
ion is 0.1 ohm.)

Megohms: 0-1.5 (6,800-680,000 ohms center scale.)
Galvanometer center mark "-0+" for discriminator alignment.

RF Probe permits measurements up to 250 MC. $7.00 net extra.

Featured by leading electronic parts distributors everywhere.

Triplett Electrical
Instrument Company
Bluffton, Ohio

53 years of experience
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FULL FIDELITY

MUSIC ENJOYMENT
TWIN -CONES IN A SINGLE

SPEAKER

COVER THE

AUDIBLE RANGE

/re/co
TWIN -CONE *FRS

*FULL RESONANCE
SPEAKERS

In a single speaker, Norelco has created an
unusually efficient sound radiator. These
twin -cone speakers incorporate a small cone
for reproducing high frequencies and a large
cone for lower frequencies. Both cones op-
erate in conjunction from a single voice
coil - producing balanced sensitivity and
uniform sound for all ranges. Arrangement
of both cones reflect and diffuse the sound
while moving in phase to provide even
sound distribution.
A deep air gap within a homogeneous
magnetic field provides unusually large
movement of the voice coil resulting in
distortion -free reproduction over the entire
frequency range. Impedance does not dimin-
ish with higher frequencies and volume is
practically constant throughout the whole
audible range.
Send today for your catalog on Norelco
*FRS Twin -Cone Speakers. It contains spec-
ification data, sound distribution curves,
frequency characteristics on these speakers
as well as the new Norelco Speaker En-
closures.

Send to Dept. Ell for more details

NORTH AMERICAN PHILIPS CO., INC.
High Fidelity Products Division
230 Duffy Ave. Hicksville, L. I., N. Y.
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ance indicates . . . with rugged construction,
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home service calls.
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Introduction To Transistor Theory
Part 4 by GEORGE BROWNE

This installment deals with the categories of transistor applications
and manufacturing processes for producing desired characteristics.

IN
the previous installment transis-

tor action was explained using a
junction transistor connected so that
the base was common to both input
and output signals as shown in Fig. 1.

Fig. 1-Junction transistor in
the common base connection

It is helpful to think of the action as
one in which the carriers injected into
the emitter are electrons in an NPN
unit and holes in a PNP unit.

Alpha is the ratio of collector cur-
rent change to emitter current change
produced by a small signal at the emit-
ter. Amplification in a transistor is
roughly a function of the product of
the collector to emitter impedance ratio
multiplied by alpha. In junction tran-
sistors alpha is some fraction approach-
ing unity, but never equal to unity.
However, the collector to emitter im-
pedance ratio being comparatively
high, a voltage step-up between input
and output is obtained.

Transistor Application Categories
Transistors are made in a wide

variety of forms and with varying
characteristics in order to meet a wide
variety of circuit applications. These
applications may be roughly grouped
into three basic categories, namely:

1. Audio and power
2. R. F.
3. Computer
Power transistors, at the present

writing are being used in low fre-

quency applications, principally in
audio output stages. These differ from
ordinary audio transistors in their abil-
ity to handle power and dissipate heat.
The latter characteristics are made
possible by constructing the device so
that the base is connected to a large,
fluted, heat conducting surface which
helps dissipate the heat developed in
the transistor as shown in Fig. 2. This
conducting surface is called a "heat
sink" because of its property of trans-
ferring the internally developed heat
to some external dissipating medium
such, as a chassis, etc.

The main difference between audio
and rf transistors is in their frequency

Fig. 2-Large radiating surface
dissipates heat in power types.

handling capabilities. The difference
between rf and computer transistors,
as two distinct groups, is in their rela-
tive quality and reliability. Because of
their use in switching circuits, in which
transmission of high frequency in-
formation is required, computer tran-
sistors must have good high frequency
characteristics.

The ability to amplify high fre-
quency signals is one of the important
characteristics of a transistor. One of
the reasons for the great number of
transistor types is largely a result of
the widespread effort on the part of
researchers in their quest for transis-

===

tors with higher operating frequencies.
The upper frequency limit of a

transistor depends mostly on its shunt
resistance and capacitance, and transit
time limitations of the carriers as they
proceed through the transistor. .A junc-
tion transistor of the type previously
discussed is limited in its amplification
of very high frequency signals pri-
marily because of three effects. The
first is due to the capacitances across
the emitter -base and collector -base
junctions. (See Fig. 3). The second is
a resistance effect called the "base
spreading" resistance, which is related
to the base region, and which when
combined with the above mentioned
capacitance and other transistor re-
sistances, forms a low pass filter. The
base spreading resistance is proportional
to the resistivity of the base material
and inversely proportional to the base
width. Thus, for better frequency re-
sponse the base should have a low re-
sistivity and narrow cross section. The
third effect occurs as a result of the fact
that carriers in semi -conductors (holes
and electrons) do not move as rapidly
as carriers (electrons) in vacuum tubes.
The result is that transit time effects
(the delay between the time the signal

Fig. 3-Base spreading resist-
ance and shunt capacitance.

appears at the emitter and the time it
appears at the collector), produce phase

[Continued on page 41]
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Use
RAYTHEON

AllaiSet
TV & RADIO

TUBES

(

Oa 0

for all set replacement work!

You'll save yourself trouble if you standardize
on Raytheon "All -Set" Tubes for replacement
work.

Here's why:
Raytheon "All -Set" Tubes are designed to give

perfect service in many makes and models of re-
ceivers because Raytheon sells Tubes to almost

C)

every set manufacturer. To satisfy the many and
varying needs of so many manufacturers, these
tubes must combine top quality performance and
dependability. This successful combination makes
Raytheon "All -Set" Tubes tops for replacement.

Always use Raytheon "All -Set" Tubes to satisfy
your "all -set" customers.

TV -Radio service is your business . . . serving you is ours

RAYTH EON MANUFACTURING COMPANY
Receiving and Cathode Ray Tube Operations

Newton, Mass. Chicago, III. Atlanta, Ga. Los Angeles, Calif.
Raytheon makes Receiving and Picture Tubes, Reliable Subminiature and Miniature Tubes,

all these Semiconductor Diodes and Transistors, Nucleonic Tubes, Microwave Tubes.

iqYTHEON

excellence in 6Veciaanics
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the VOM that outsells

all others combined

For years, the rugged dependability of the Simpson 260* has made it the world's most popular
volt-ohm-millianuneter. Now . . . Simpson offers a new and improved 260 . . . easier to oper-
ate, more sensitive, more accurate ... a better buy than ever before.

To date. over 3/4 million Simpson 260s have been purchased by technicians,service organiza,
tions, laboratories, factories, and the armed forces. Such overwhelming preference is proof that
the 260 best meets the needs of VOM users. Sound basic design gives it day -in, day -out depend-
ability and ruggedness. "Extras," such as the Adjust-A-Vue handle (standard on 260s), not only
provide convenience but save time. When you are in the market for a VOM, you can he sure that
a 260 is your best buy., Have your jobber show you this new model of the world's most popular
volt-ohm-milliammeter-the Simpson 260. *TRADEMARK

MANY NEW
make the new 260 more valuable than ever!

NEW FEATURES
POLARITY REVERSING SWITCH: Makes d.e. meas-

urements easier and faster . no lead reversal.
50 MICROAMPERE -250 MILLIVOLT RANGE: Gives

more sensitive measurements ... provides complete
current coverage in six easy steps!

EASIER -TO -READ SCALES: Black and red scales
have been spread out for raster reading, less chance
of error!

LESS CIRCUIT LOADING: Sensitivity of a.c. volt-
age ranges increased to 5000 ohms -per -volt!

POPULAR DBM RANGES: -21) DB \1 to +50 DBM,
one milliwatt in 600 ohms!

IMPROVED FREQUENCY RESPONSE IN A. C.
MEASUREMENTS: 5 to 500.000 cycles per second!

FULL -WAVE BRIDGE RECTIFIER SYSTEM: Provides
more accurate a.c. voltage measurements!

RUGGED PRINTED CIRCUIT

ALL COMPONENTS EASILY ACCESSIBLE

Rag R.Sitniwtt
51 /trip/TAR!

RANGES
D.C. VOLTAGE (20,000 ohms -per -volt): 0-250 my;
0-2.5 v; 0-10 v; 0-50 v; 0-250 v; 0-1000 v; 0-5000 v.

A.C. VOLTAGE (5000 ohms -per -volt): 0-2.5 v; 0-10 v;
0-50 v; 0-250 v; 0-1000 v; 0-5000 v.

A.C. VOLTAGE (With 0.1 of internal series capacitor):
0-2.5 v; 0-10 v; 0-50 v; 0-250 v.

VOLUME LEVEL IN DECIBELS (Zero DB equal to 1 milli -
watt across a 600 ohm line): -20 to +10 DB; -8 to
+22 DB; +6 to +36 DB; +20 to +50 DB.

D.C. RESISTANCE: 0-2000 ohms (12 ohms center);
0-200,000 ohms (1 200 ohms center); 0-20 megohms
(120,000 ohms center).

DIRECT CURRENT: 0-50 ua; 0-1 ma; 0-10 ma; 0-100
ma; 0-500 ma; 0-10 amp.

Sifrlq COMPANY
0 5200 West Kinzie Street, Chicallgo 44, Illinois

Phone: EStebrook 9-1121
In Canada: Bach -Simpson Ltd., London, Ontario

WORLD'S LARGEST MANUFACTURER OF ELECTRONIC TEST EQUIPMENT



N W improved model

260!
TRADEMARK

RUGGED
PRINTED
CIRCUIT!

SQ° MA.

2.5

'OV.

SO v,
.4Amps

250 v.,

1000
5000

Complete
with lea

nds ad

Operator's
Manual.

Also

available
in Roll -Top model

at only
$49.95

Adjust-A-Vue Handle-
holds the 260 at convenient
viewing angle. Eliminates
separate gadgets and
makeshift props.



YOUR INSTALLATION VOLUME CAN BE GREATER!
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If you're not a Channel Master Dealer you are
probably not getting your share of the really
profitable antenna installation business. Hundreds
of dealers have doubled and even tripled their
antenna sales in less than one year when they

switched to Channel Master and featured the
famous T -W antenna. In fact, far more T -W
antennas are bought than any other fringe area
antenna. There must be good reasons for this_
Below are listed but a few of them.

How much installation

business are you

losing every week?

...because you don't feature the

CHANNEL MASTER'`u6CY

Put these extra selling advantages to work for you!

Superior PERFORMANCE! Outperforms any all -channel
antenna ever made! Revolutionary "Traveling Wave" design delivers highest
front -to -back ratios (better than 10:1) - - top gain over the entire VHF range.

Stronger CONSTRUCTION! Super -strong in every detail
of construction: Twin -Boom- the only antenna with 2 full length
crossarms; 2 Super -Nests - the most powerful grip that ever held an antenna to
the mast; Line-Lok-absorbs all transmission line tension; 7/16" dia. elements.

Bigger NATIONAL ADVERTISING! More than 75,000,000
advertising messages in America's leading nationalmagazines. Now saturation
coverage with big -space ads blanketing 173 prime outdoor antenna markets.

LIVE LEADS galore! Tens of thousands have already
responded to Channel Master's Free "Antenna Check -Up Kit" offer -
repeated in new national ads. Based on experience, 50% - and more
- of these leads are converted into actual sales

Local CO-OP ADVERTISING! The most liberal
advertising allowance in the industry - so you can run your own
local promotions. Channel Master dealers have the widest array of mats,
radio and TV spots, and display materials.

Promoting ANTENNA REPLACEMENTS!
Channel Master's national advertising hammers home the theme of
antenna obsolescence - opening new markets for you!

model no.
3544

Including. * 2 -element T -W

Combination Aft. x 11/4''
aluminum mast and Universal
Tripod Mount  3 Mounting
Nails with Neoprene sealing
washers 50' 80 nut wire
 6 - 31/4" Standouts 
I Standout Strap,

Call your Channel Master distributor now!
OReg.U.S.Pat 0 ca end Canada

NEW 1NSTALL-IT YOURSELF" ANTENNA KIT

A COMPLETE

ANTENNA

INSTALLATION 

IN ATTRACTIVE

3 -COLOR

DISPLAY CARTON

Designed for top performance in suburban and metropolitan areas.
Powerful "Traveling Wave" principle provides the 2-element,T-W
with better all around performance than a stacked conical.

Promotionally Priced at $2995 list

Itt

wottt'C

P.

ton IA *01.1(14411 on to AR/IllgiS &NO ACt1SS011416

7 -element
model no. 350

5 -element
model no. 351

3 -element
model no. 352



Check Your

Oscilloscope

Performance

Part 2

by Robert G. Middleton
International Director-Radio
Electronic Television Schools

Procedures to be used for testing oscilloscope input

impedance, astigmatism, overload and high fre-

quency unbalance are dealt with in this installment.

LAST month we discussed the tech-
niques used for testing oscilloscope

sensitivity, frequency response, deflec-
tion linearity, amplifier balance, and
decading. Let us now turn our atten-
tion to some other tests and measure-
ments of scope performance.

Importance of Input Impedance

When a scope is used with a low-

capacitance probe, it is essential that
the input impedance remain constant
at each step of the coarse attenuator.
Should it vary, waveform distortion will
occur on the steps which have off -

AUDIO
OSC 

sow,

(A)

AUDIO
OSC

6O'  

SCOPE v 0

SCOPE
V 

(B)

Fig. 1-Test set-up for checking scope
input impedance.

values of input impedance. The input
impedance is rated by the scope manu-
facturer in terms of input resistance
and capacitance. For example, your
scope may be rated at 20 mmf of input

resistance. In such case, it is important
that you find 20 mmf and 3 megohms
on each of the attenuator steps.

Modern service scopes usually have
a four -step decade attenuator with Xl,
X10, X100, and X1000 positions.

Checking Input Impedance

This test is made with the aid of
an audio oscillator, a potentiometer,
and a trimmer capacitor with a ca-
pacity of about 30 mmf. The audio
oscillator is set to a frequency of 60
cps and connected directly to the scope
as indicated in Fig. 1A.

Then set the output from the audio
oscillator for any convenient deflection
on the scope screen, such as three
inches. Next, insert a 5-meg poten-
tiometer in series with the vertical in-
put terminal of the scope, as shown
in Fig. 1B. Without changing the out-
put from the audio oscillator, adjust
the potentiometer to obtain one-half
the deflection which was obtained in
the first test. That is, if we originally
obtained three inches of deflection, the
potentiometer is adjusted to obtain 11/2
inches of deflection in the second step.
Under this condition, the resistance in-

serted by the potentiometer is equal to
the input resistance of the scope. By
measuring the potentiometer resistance
with an ohmmeter, we can determine
its exact value.

To determine whether the scope has
the same value of input resistance at
each step of the coarse attenuator we
repeat the test at each step of the at-
tenuator. If the scope has the same in-
put resistance at each step, the same
value of potentiometer resistance will
reduce the scope deflection to one-half.
However, if we should find that a

different value of potentiometer re-
sistance is required to obtain half -de-
flection at some step of the attenuator,
we may conclude that the input re-
sistance at this step is incorrect. Should
this be the case, check the resistors in
the step attenuator and replace any that
are off -value. The proper values are
usually indicated in the instruction
manual.

Note that checks of input resistance
are made at 60 cycles. It is necessary
to use a low frequency because the
tests would otherwise indicate capa-
citive factors. By making these tests
at 60 cycles, we measure only the re-
sistive elements in the step attenuator.

Input Capacitance

To check the input capacitance of
scope, we operate the audio oscillator

[Continued on page 12)
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*me

look what $245° buys
in test equipment!

HEATHKITS
GIVE YOU
TWICE AS MUCH
equipment for
every dollar
invested
The famous model V -7A Vacuum -
Tube -Voltmeter is a perfect
example of the high -quality
instruments available from Heath
at 1/2 the price you would expect
to pay! Co'mplete,

only $245°

Get -the most out of your test equipment budget by utilizing HEATHKIT
instruments in your laboratory or on your production line. Get high
quality equipment, without paying the usual premium price, by dealing
directly with the manufacturer, and by letting engineers or technicians
assemble Heathkits between rush periods. Comprehensive instructions
insure minimum construction time. You'll get more equipment for the
same investment, and be able to fill your needs by choosing from the
more than 100 different electronic kits by Heath. These are the most
popular "do-it-yourself" kits in the world, so why not investigate their
possibilities in your particular area of activity! Write for the free
Heathkit catalog now!

Contains detailed descriptions
of Heathkit models available,
including VTVM's, scopes,
generators, testers, bridges,
power supplies, etc.

Also describes Heathkit ham
gear and hi-fi equipment in
kit form. 100 interesting and
profitable "do-it-yourself"
projects!

FREE catalog
Mail coupon below for

your copy-Now!

HEATH COMPANY
A SUBSIDIARY OF DAYSTROM, INC.
BENTON HARBOR 29, MICHIGAN

Name

Address

City & Zone

State

OSCILLOSCOPE

Ifrom page 10]
at a high frequency, such as 100 or
200 kc. The output from the audio os-
cillator is again applied directly to the
vertical -input terminals of the scope, as
in Fig. 1A. Set the output from the
oscillator once more for any convenient
deflection on the scope screen, such as
three inches. The next step is to con-
nect the trimmer capacitor in series
with the vertical -input terminal of the
scope. Adjust the trimmer capacitor
to obtain one-half the deflection which
was observed with direct feed. (Do
not change the output level from the
oscillator in this test.)

The capacitance value of the trim-
mer is now equal to the input capaci-
tance of the scope. We can measure
the trimmer capacitance on a capaci-
tance bridge or on a capacitance meter
to determine its exact value.

To determine whether the scope has
the same value of input capacitance at
each step of the coarse attenuator, we
repeat the test at each step of the at-
tenuator. If the scope has the same
input capacitance at each step, the
same value of trimmer capacitance will
bring the scope deflection to one-half
in each case.

If we should find that a different
value of trimmer capacitance is required
to obtain half -deflection at some step
of the attenuator, we then know that
the input capacitance at this step is
incorrect. Should this be the case, check
the capacitors in the step attenuator and
replace any defective or off -value com-
ponents. You will find both fixed and
adjustable capacitors in the step-attenu-
ator network. The adjustable capacitors
must be set to obtain the correct re-
sponse. The values of the fixed capa-
citors and the adjustment procedures
are usually indicated in the instruction
book for the scope.

Astigmatism Test,

A scope should have little or no as-
tigmatic distortion. Astigmatism means
the inability to satisfactorily focus a
circle on the scope screen. If astigma-
tism is present, you. may notice that
the focus control can be adjusted to
obtain a sharp trace along the top of
the circle, but a blurred trace will be
obtained along the side's. Conversely,
if the sides are focussed, the top and
bottom of the circle may be blurred.

The test set-up shown in Fig. 2 is
[Continued on page 54]
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To assure proper operation under all service conditions
Every BUSS and FUSETRON fuse is Electronically Tested

You can rely on BUSS and FUSE-
TRON fuses for, dependable electrical
protection because . . . every fuse is
tested in a sensitive electronic device
that automatically rejects any fuse not
correctly calibrated, properly con-
structed and right in all physical
dimensions.

By standardizing on electronically
tested BUSS and FUSETRON fuses,
you are providing equipment with
maximum- protection against damage

due to electrical faults. And, you are
guarding against the possibility of
faulty fuses blowing needlessly and
causing unnecessary shutdowns.

Because BUSS and FUSETRON
fuses do operate properly, they help
you avoid 'call-backs' and adjustments
that waste your time and cut into your
profits. And, dependable BUSS and
FUSETRON fuses help protect your
good name for quality and service.

Complete Line: To meet service
needs, there is a complete line of BUSS
and FUSETRON fuses in sizes from
1/500 ampere up . . . plus a companion
line of fuse clips, blocks and holders.

For more information on BUSS and
FUSETRON Small Dimension fuses
and fuseholders . . . Write for bulletin
SFB. Bussmann Mfg. Division Mc-
Graw -Edison Co. University at Jeffer-
son, St. Louis 7, Mo.

BUSS fuses are made to protect-not to blow, needlessly
1157

TRUSTWORTHY NAMES IN
ELECTRICAL PROTECTION

BUSS

MAKERS OF A COMPLETE
LINE OF FUSES FOR
HOME, FARM, COMMER-
CIAL, ELECTRONIC, AUTO-
MOTIVE AND INDUSTRIAL
USE.
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The Westinghouse Picture

Pilot Remote Control By S° "es

The operation and servicing procedures for this remote control unit are treat-
ed in addition to a description of constructional details for a simple test unit

AM&
THE Model H-988 Picture Pi-

lot is a wireless remote control
system designed for use with Westing-
house television receivers using the fol-
lowing chassis:

V-2372-27 V-2382-204
V-2372-67 V-2382-602
V-2382-202  V-2382-604

The Picture Pilot provides the user
with remote control of channel selec-
tion and muting of sound. Remote fine
tuning control of the television receiver
is not necessary since all the above
chassis employ the new Westinghouse
Automatic Fine Tuning system.

Basic Operation

The Picture Pilot consists of a trans-
mitter and receiver. The receiver unit
is mounted on the tuner mounting
bracket of the television receiver chas-
sis. The transmitter unit is held by the
user at any convenient location in the
room. The transmitter power cord is
merely inserted into an ac power outlet
and the Picture Pilot is ready for use.
Installation and operating instructions
for the unit are included with it.

The ac power line is used as the

ONLY NECESSARY TO NOLO
SCOPE PROSE NEAR 304 ISOM
TO CRECY WIRELESS RENOTCS.

LECT I AIN1141011100000-xl

CS
DOW
tTS0

WIRELESS REMOTE
TRANSMITTER

Fig. 1-Schematic diagram of the
remote control transmitter unit.

transmission line between the trans-
mitter and receiver units. The televi-
sion receiver and Picture Pilot trans-
mitter must both be connected to the
same ac circuit.

The Picture Pilot can be operated
on any one of four different frequen-
cies-A, B, C or D. The procedure for
setting these frequencies will be found
in the installation instructions that come
with the unit.

The frequencies are as follows:
A-73.5 Kilocycles
B-57.5 Kilocycles
C-52.5 Kilocycles
D-67.5 Kilocycles

The Transmitter

The Picture Pilot transmitter is ba-
sically a Hartley type oscillator. [See
Fig. 1.] When the control knob on
the unit is in the "select" position a
continuous cu, signal at one of the
above frequencies is generated and
coupled to the ac power line. When
the control knob is rotated to the "soft"
position the generated signal is modu-
lated at the 60 cycle line frequency.

The frequency of the oscillator is

determined by the primary of trans-
former T-2 and capacitors C-3 and C-4.
The unit is set at the factory to operate
on frequency "A" (73.510. In this
position switch SW -2 is open. When
switch SW -2 is closed, capacitor C-4
is placed in parallel with capacitor C-3
lowering the oscillator to frequency
"B" (57.5kc). Frequency "C" is ob-
tained by tuning transformer T-2 to
frequency "C" (52.5kc). Now when
switch SW -2 is opened, the unit is
tuned to frequency "D" (67.5kc).

The primary of transformer T-2 is
tapped 1/3 the total number of turns
from the grid end to reduce harmonic

Fig. 2-Transmitter control box
with switch in the rest position.

output. Coupling to the line is by
means of a non -resonant secondary
with capacitor C-/ acting as a blocking
capacitor. Resistor R-1 and capacitor
C-2 are an RC filter for reduction of
harmonic radiation. The value of R-1
also determines the power output of
the transmitter since it is in series
with the line impedance.

The transmitter is housed in a small
plastic case with a plastic control knob.
[See Fig. 2.] When the knob is in
its center resting position, switches
SW -1B and SW -1A are open and no
plate voltage is applied to the 3V4 os-
cillator tube. When the knob is rotated
to the right, switch SW -1B is closed
and B -plus is applied to the plate of
the tube causing cw oscillation. The

[continued on page 16]
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MODEL 280SW (shown right)
 Double stacked array PLUS high

frequency elements.
 All Aluminum Construction.
 Mounts on any mast up to P4".
 QUICK -RIG design for speedy

one man installation.
 Complete with stacking bars.

MODEL 180SW .... same as,,_
280SW only not double stacked.

MODEL 180 ....QUICK -RIG 8
element "Lazy -X" Conical.

MODEL 280 ....QUICK -RIG
double stacked "Lazy -X" Conical.

180

L 280

Proven Unquestionably ...

the best performing at

the lowest possible price!

RADIART... the name you can depend upon
for QUALITY and VALUE ... offers a COMPLETE ..
and NEWLY ENGINEERED line of superbly
performing TV antennas at an economy price.
Carefully tested under all conditions... each
of these new models is guaranteed to be the best
performing at the lowest possible price.

SUBSIDIARY OF

LZX 100 single array
LZX 101 singlearray,unassembled

LZX 200 8 element conical com-
pletely assembled, stacked array

LZX 201 8 element conical unas-
sembled, stacked array

LZX 150 single array
LZX 151 singlearray,unassembled

LZX 250 6 element conical assem-
bled, stacked array

LZX 251 6 element conical unas
sembled, stocked array

THE RADIART CORPORATION/CLEVELAND 13. OHIO
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new profits available
in hi-fi servicing

and

is Hi-Fi Service
Headquarters
Hi-Fi servicing is a booming new
profit source for you, and WALSCO
-always your completely depend-
able supplier for radio-tv service
products-is ready with all the
things you need to tap this grow-
ing field.

MOLDED -ON CABLES AND CONNECTORS

Look for this WALSCO dis-
play at your distributor. A
complete assortment for
your every need. Dozens
of tenite shielded cables
with phono pin plugs, jacks,
phone plugs and alligator
clips in a wide variety of
combinations-in lengths
up to 72".

,;,2400 (36")
$1.05 List

l2418 (10")
$3.25 List

PHONO-RECORDER BELTS AND DRIVES

Webcor Drive Wheel
#1463-$2.50 List

A complete replacement
source for Ampro, Collaro,
Crescent, Garrard, Pentron,
Revere, RCA, VM, Webcor
and every other standard
changer and recorder.

RCA Idler Wheel
1432-$1.00 List

HI -Fl CHEMICALS

"No -Slip" for cords
and pulley belts
#260-01-60e List

The latest
WALSCO cata-
log . . . from
your distribu-
tor, or write for
it today.

A full line of special chem-
icals for Hi-Fi servicing-
to make your job easier
and faster.

RH Recording
Head Cleaner
#93-0 l -95c List

WALSCO ELECTRONICS MFG. CO.
A division of Textron, Inc.

104 west green street
rockford, illinois

PICTURE PILOT
[from page 14]

switches are lever operated with a
spring return in the "select" direction
and a latching position in the "soft"
direction.

When the knob 'is rotated to the
left, switch SW -1A is closed and the
117 volts ac is applied to the plate
of the oscillator. When the ac voltage
goes in a positive direction the tube
oscillates, producing a signal modulated
at 60 cycles. The signals are coupled
to the ac line by the secondary winding
of transformer T-2.

To check the operation of the trans-
mitter unit measure the voltage at the
grid of the 3V4. With switch SW-/
in the "select" position a negative volt-
age should be measured at this point.
The voltage will be somewhat less in
the "soft" position due to the 60 cycle
modulation. Another good check is to
hold an oscilloscope probe near the
3V4 tube, in which case the wave
shapes shown on the schematic should
be observed.

If the oscillator fails to oscillate
check the 3V4 tube, plate voltage, os-
cillator transformer continuity, etc.

If the unit oscillates but does not
activate the receiver unit, check to be
sure the transmitter and receiver units
are operating on the same frequencies.
Check to lie sure that both units are
connected to the same ac power line.
Check to be sure that the receiver unit
is properly connected and operating.

if
TEST FO N7 Old NFl

dfidY
ZIO

Fc FQ,
SWITCH

25

(20A
C10i
MUNI

131'81
CS

10

Fig. 3-A view of the receiver
showing controls and test points.

The Receiver

The Picture Pilot receiver, shown
in Fig. 3, must be mounted on
the television receiver chassis with
a cable inserted into a receptacle on
the tuner support bracket. When the

[continued on page 20]
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WHERE WILL YOU BE IN

Get These Valuable
Booklets FREE . . .

learn how

Electronics
6 MONTHS FROM TODAY?

Success:ul
Electron'cs
Training

to train you until you receive

If you fail to pass your Commercial License exam
after completing our course, we guarantee to con-
tinue your training, without additional cost of any
kind, until you successfully obtain your Commercial
license.

learn how
Our Amazingly Effective Job -finding Service Helps Cleveland
Institute Trainees Get Better Jobs . . . Here are some recent
examples:
Chief Engineer-"Since enrolling with Cleveland Institute I have received
my 1st class license, served as a transmitter engineer and am now Chief Engineer
of Station WAIN. I also have a Motorola 2 -Way Service Station. Thanks to the
Institute for making this possible."

Lewis M. Owens, Columbia, Ky.

Airlines-In a year and a half, he 'received his first class FCC License. He is
continuing his training with Cleveland Institute. His goal is much higher than
his present position with Eastern Airlines, so he is adding technical "know-how"
to his practical experience.

Bob Thompson, Nashville 14, Tennessee

Test Engineer-"I am pleased to inform you that I recently secured a position
as Test Engineer with Melpar, Inc. (Subsidiary of Westinghouse). A substantial
salary increase was involved. My Cleveland Institute training played a major
role in qualifying me for this position."

Boyd Daugherty, Falls Church, Va.

CLEVELAND INSTITUTE OF RADIO ELECTRONICS
Desk SD -8 4900 Euclid Bldg. Cleveland 6, Ohio

Employers Make Offers Like These
To Our Trainees Every Month!

Radio Operators & Technicians -
American Airlines has openings for
radio operators and radio mechanics.
Operators start at $334.53 per month.
Radio mechanic's salary up to $1.99 per
hour. Periodic increases with oppor-
tunity for advancement. Many company
benefits.

Here's Proof
Name and Address

Electronic Technicians -
Convair Electronics Depart-
ment: Radio and Radar Me-
chanics, Electronics Techni-
cians, and Junior Engineers
are wanted for a special
program on fire control de-
velopment and installation.
Beginning rate: $365 and up.

License Time

John H. Johnson, Boise City, Okla 1st 20 weeks
Prentice Harrison, Lewes, Del 1st 27 weeks
Herbert W. Clay, Phoenix, Ariz 2nd 22 weeks
Thomas J. Bingham, Finley, N. Dak 2nd 9 weeks
William F. Masterson, Key West, Fla 2nd 24 weeks

(Names and addresses of trainees in your area sent on request)

Accredited by the National Home Study Council

Cleveland Institute of Radio Electronics

Desk SD -8, 4900 Euclid Ave., Cleveland 6, Ohio

Please send Free Booklets prepared to help me
get ahead in Electronics. I have had training or
experience in Electronics as indicated below:

 Military
 Radio -TV Servicing
 Manufacturing
 Amateur Radio

In what kind of work are you

now engaged?

 Broadcasting
 Home Experimenting
 Telephone Company
 Other

In what branch of Electronics

are you interested?

Name Age

Address

City Zone State
Special Tuition Rates to Members of Armed Forces SD -8
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Power Output Stages in Hi -A
By Lawrence Fielding Part 2

A treatment of the circuitry and troubleshooting procedures for electronic regula-

tion of output tube screen voltages. In addition feedback problems are discussed.

CONTINUING our investigation of
output stage configurations in

popular hi-fi equipment, we come
upon voltage regulating circuits, used
in high powered amplifiers for the
purpose of maintaining precisely cali-
brated screen voltages at the output
stages. You will recall tlit screen cur-
rents vary with increased signal in the
power output stage. That is why it was
stressed that screen dissipation can
easily be exceeded with full signal
even though it is within safe limits
under quiescent, or no signal condi-
tions. This increase in current tends
to limit the of an
amplifier, as can be shown in Fig. 3A
and 3B. Suppose that a pair of tubes
in push-pull have 388 volts on their
plates and 367 volts on each screen.
These voltages are based upon a cur-
rent flow of 87 ma for the two plates
plus screens (which results in a 12

volt drop across R.1, from 400 to 388
volts) and a total of 7 ma for the two
screens (which represents a further
drop across R2 of 21 volts from 388
to 367 volts). The tube manual may
indicate that under such conditions,
and with, say, 22 volts of negative bias

POWER SUPPLY
RECTIFIER

400v

CI
40mf 4C2ra

140 300Rtz0
RI

TI
308v 36Tv

Fig.

under

<Olaf
C2 I

OUTPUT TRANS. PRI./

3A-Voltage distribution
quiescent" Conditions.

on the grids (not shown) these tubes
will deliver 25 watts with negligible
distortion. A further glance at the
specifications in the tube handbook
tells us that when delivering 25 watts,
the screen current will rise to 9 ma per
tube, or a total of 18 ma for the pair.
Fig. 3B depicts what will happen if
we try to duplicate these conditions
with the power supply arrangement
shown. The increase in screen current
flowing through R1 results in only a
small voltage drop and the new plate
voltage is now 386.28 volts, or sub-
stantially the same as it was before.
However, drop across
R2 is now 54 volts so that the new
screen voltage is only 332.28 volts. With
this screen voltage, it is found, the pair
of tubes can no longer deliver 25 watts
of audio power, and full utilization of
their ratings is impossible with this
type of power supply.

A glance at the circuit of Fig. 3B
discloses the fact that R2 is the
culprit. A small change of current
across it represents a large voltage
drop. Now, if R2 could in some way
be made variable, in such a manner
that it automatically lowers its value

POWER SUPPLY
RECTIFIER

RI fi2
140 3000

400v1 386.28v

CI
4 0 m;

332.28v

"'Ps

40mf 40mS
C 2T C3

-==---zr- -
OUTPUT TRANS. PRI.

Up 80mai

11s9 18mai

Fig. 3B-Voltage distribution
under full output conditions.

with increased current through it, the
voltage at the screens in this particu-
lar circuit could remain virtually con-
stant. Fig. 4 represents a simplified
schematic of the screen voltage regu-
lating section of the Bogen Model
DO -70 power amplifier. VI takes the
place of R2 in Figs 3A and 3B. That
is, it acts as a variable resistance in
series with the screen current.

Voltage Regulator Operation
Resistors Ri, R2 and R3 are a

bleeder system across the highest sup-
ply voltage. The bias of V2 is deter-
mined by the setting of R2 so that a
nominal amount of current flows
through V2. This current flow pro -

[continued on page 49]

TO P. S.
RECTIFIER

-35v

OUTPUT
TUBES

10 <a

Fig. 4-Typical regulator to
stabilize screen voltages.
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BELDEN 8275 CELLULINE® LEAD-IN
U. S. PATENT NO. 2,782,251 AND CANADIAN

PATENT NO. 516,068 AND FURTHER
U. S. AND CANADIAN APPLICATIONS PENDING

Lead -In Wire for
Every Need

, For Standard Installations

30 0.0

- 8225
For standard installations
where strength is required

- 8230
Belden Weldohm Transmission
Line withstands 21/2 times the
abuse of all copper cable  But for the good jobs where the situation

is critical-use 8275

14-8

Specify Belden Rotor Cables
Every type-Round and Flat

by

46,6,10.1'

*4

da A, elf* ;ftesa.

Thousands of sep-
ir arately sealed tiny

cells, filled with
inert gas, make
this waterproof
cable stable, effi-
cient electrically.

9
- 'Reit

140
.010 44

No,

Approx.
6x

Size

This heavy wall of
brown virgin polyethyl-
ene protects the cable
against mechanical
abuse and damage from
ultraviolet sun rays.

The lead-in with proved
superiority for VHF & UHF
With Patented Belden Celluline, lowest
possible losses are assured because each
separate cell of the cellular plastic core
is filled with sealed -in inert gas. Absolutely
waterproof, no end sealing necessary. Thick
outer wall protects cable from abrasion
and sun damage. Non -kinking.

Weldohm conductor has great strength
-long life. Stripping is simplified for
fast installation.

CELLULINE®

LEAD-IN

Belden
WI RE MAKER FOR INDUSTRY

SINCE 0902
CHICAGO

Magnet Wire ° Lead Wire ° Power Supply Cords, Cord Sets and Portable Cord ° Aircraft Wires
Welding Cable ° Electrical Household Cords ° Electronic Wires ° Automotive Wire and Cable
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PICTURE PILOT
[from page 16]

plug is inserted into the receptacle the
heater string of the Picture Pilot re-
ceiver is inserted in series with the
heater string of the television receiver.
A selenium rectifier in the unit de-
velops B -plus for the unit.

The receiver unit contains three
12BH7A tubes, one tuned circuit, one
control and two relays. The unit is
built onto a printed board with the
components connected to the etched
wiring by a dip solder process. [See
Fig. 4.]

A signal from the transmitter is re-
ceived from the ac power line and
appears across the series -tuned circuit
composed of coil L-10 and capacitor
C-13. Switch SW-././ is a slide selector
switch to select the operating frequen-
cy. On frequency "A" only capacitor
C-13 is in the circuit. When frequency
"B" is selected C-/0 is placed in paral-
lel with C-13. Likewise for frequencies
"C" and "D," capacitors C-// and C-12
are placed in parallel with C-13.

The signal developed across the
tuned circuit is coupled to the grid of
the first half of T7-/, through C-14,
R-11 and R-12. Resistor R-11 'serves to
isolate the grid from the tuned circuit
preventing possible detuning and low-
ering of the circuit "Q" as the thresh-
old control is varied. It also prevents

RIO
47

CIO

4Plt!/it

.-1 e31243
41H 470

SW11

LIO
4', A

RAT BLAC

F/O
Vin -

TO '0
PIN PIN
44 412

..LiNDICATES
13-

510
5. MA

RI?
2M

Otuf

1,IDICATES
CHASSIS

I50V

T

13
47K

10_441:4_)5 4

capacitor C-14 from fully charging,
thus allowing the grid of V -1A to clip
rather than clamp noise pulses provid-
ing good noise immunity for the
receiver.

Control R-12 is the threshold con-
trol, determining the gain and band -

spread of the receiver unit. With the
control at minimum resistance, the
gain is minimum and selectivity is
maximum and vice versa. The poten-
tiometer has a 20% log taper to pro-
vide a nearly linear scale which reduces
crowding on large signals.

Both sections of V,/ act as carrier-

frequency amplifiers. The cw carrier
is rectified by peak -rectifier V -2A, pro-
ducing a positive dc voltage. The chan-
nel select relay stage V -2B is biased
near cut-off. Positive dc output of the
peak rectifier, applied to the relay stage
grid, increases the plate current to op-
erate the relay. Since the modulated
cw, used for muting function is also
rectified by V -2A, the dc produced
tends to increase the plate current of
the channel select relay stage. Because
the modulated cw has a duty cycle of
only 35% and the maximum signal
from the plate is limited, its average
value can never equal that required
to operate the channel select relay. For
this reason, there is no possible chance
of undesirable cross -function operation.

Capacitor C -20A across the channel
select relay Z-/0 removes any 60 cycle
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component which may appear across
the relay when the muting function is
operated.

For sound muting, V -1B acts as a
grid leak detector, rectifying the 60
cycle modulated carrier and providing
amplification at 60 cycles. V -3A pro-
vides an additional stage of amplifica-
tion to provide the large grid swing
required by the muting relay stage
V -3B.

V -3A is biased near cut-off similar
to the channel select relay stage V -2B.
Its plate current is caused to increase,
on the average, by the large 60 cycle
signal on its grid. Resistor R-26 re-
duces the tendency for V -3B to clamp
and thus bias the grid negatively.
Again, an electrolytic capacitor C -20B
is used across the relay to remove the
60 cycle component.

The mute relay is deliberately op-
erated while changing channels to pre-
vent sound blasting while tuning
through programmed channels. With
no input signal the back contact of
the channel select relay is closed,
grounding the grid return R-25 of the
mute relay stage V -3B. Whenever the
channel relay operates, a positive dc
voltage from the voltage divider con-
sisting of resistors R-20 and R-23 is
applied to the grid of V -3B insuring
that relay Z-// closes.

The closing of the contacts 'of the
[continued on page 53]
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Fig. 4-Schematic of the printed circuit receiver control unit showing the plug wiring and critical waveforms and voltages.
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Video Speed Swtviei Skyltem4- t DATA SHEETS G. E .

Mfr: GE Chassis No. 9T001

Card No: GE 9T001-1

Section Affected: Raster.

Symptoms: Poor vertical linearity.

Reason for Change: Circuit improvement. (Pro-
duction change)

What To Do:
Change R206 from 8.2 meg to 5.6 meg.

Mfr: GE Chassis No. 9T001

Card No: GE 9T001-2

Section Affected: Pix.

Symptoms: Low signal strength. Snow.

Cause: Open antenna input transformer T101.

What To Do:
Repair or replace TI01.

Mfr: GE Chassis No. 9T001

Card No: GE 9T001-3

Section Affected: Pix.

Symptoms: Negative picture on all channels.

Cause: Defective component.

What To Do:
Replace diode, IN87.
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SEL. SWITCH
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VI05
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G. E Vidett c-C44:4, 4412014 DATA SHEETS
I

21.7i0E...1.272=111MS.M..,_

Mfr: GE

Card No: GE 9T001-4

Section Affected: Raster.

Symptoms: Lack of width.

Cause: Defective component.

What To Do:
Replace C258, .01 mfd.

Chassis No. 9T001

Mfr: GE Chassis No. 9T001

Card No: GE 9T001-5

Section Affected: Raster.

Symptoms: Poor vertical linearity and fold over.

Cause: Defective component.

What To Do:
Replace vertical output transformer T201.

Mfr: GE

Card No: GE 9T001-6

Section Affected: Raster.

Chassis No. 9T001

Symptoms: Small raster, horizontally and
vertically.

Cause: Defective component.

What To Do:
Replace C401, a 300 mfd 150 volt and/or Y401

a 300 ma selenium.

3R



Video s S s e a DATA SHEETS ADMIRAL

Mfr: Admiral Chassis No. 14UYP3B, C

Card No: AD-14UYP3B, C-1

Section Affected: Picture Tube.

Symptoms: Corona discharge.

Cause: Dirt or dampness surrounding 2nd
anode button.

What To Do:
Discharge picture tube (short 2nd anode to

dag coating). Clean surrounding area with
carbon tet. When dry, paint the area be-
tween anode cap and dag coating with
corona dope.

Mfr: Admiral Chassis No. 14UYP3B, C

Card No: AD-14UYP3B, C-2

Section Affected: Pix.

Symptoms: Horizontal drive lines in pix.

Cause: Excessive output from horizontal os-
cillator tube 6CG7 or horizontal output tube
12DQ6.

What To Do:
Change R436 (470K, 1/2 watt) to 330K.

Note: Drive lines appearing only in raster
are normal providing they disappear when
pix is tuned in.

Mfr: Admiral Chassis No. 14UYP3B, C

Card No: AD-14UYP3B, C-3

Section Affected: Sync.

Symptoms: Frequent drift, (tearing).

Reason For Change: To improve horizontal
sync stability.

What To Do:
Change capacitor C416 (.0039 mf) from paper

tubular type to a -mica type.
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ADMIRAL Video Speed Swtoicull, Sopleofa DATA SHEETS

17vac

1 R501

FUSIBLE RESISTOR

SWITCH

TO CONTROL PANEL BRACKETS,
CAB/NET, PICTURE TUBE DAG
COATING, AND PICTURE TUBE
MOUNT/NC BRACKETS.

REAR VIEW OF
PICTURE TUBE

JUMPER

Mfr: Admiral Chassis No. 14UYP3B, C

Card No: AD-14UYP3B, C-4

Section Affected: Chassis, cabinet and picture
tube brackets.

Symptoms: Static discharge.

Cause: Resistor between control panel bracket
and chassis is broken or disconnected.

What To Do:
Replace or reconnect R501 (470K).

Mfr: Admiral Chassis No. 14UYP3B, C

Card No: AD-14UYP3B, C-5

Section Affected: Raster.

Symptoms: Poor focus.

Cause: Picture tube requires better focusing.

What To Do:
Put a jumper strip (part #:18A134) across

pins 6 and 2, or pins 6 and 10 on the base
of the picture tube; leave it in the position
which provides the best focus.

Caution: Focus also varies with ion trap ad-
justment.

Mfr: Admiral Chassis No. 14UYP3B, C

Card No: AD-14UYP3B, C-6

Section Affected: Sync.

Symptoms: Horizontal lock coil requires fre-
quent adjustments.

Cause: Horizontal lock coil is connected wrong.

What To Do:
Check to see that the bottom lead (start)

from coil L401 is connected to B plus 250
volts; the top lead (finish) goes to 5.6K
resistor.
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The ANSWERMAN
Mr. Answerman:

A set I have been trying to service
has the following symptom. In the
customer's home the picture pulls at
the top and drifts in horizontal sync
in both directions. However, on the
service bench the picture is completely
stable and never drifts. The only dif-
ference between the two locations is

the antenna. I have examined the cus-
tomer's antenna for opens, etc., and
it appears to be in proper condition.

H. M.
Los Angeles, Cal.

The symptom that the receiver ex-
hibits may very easily be due to the
antenna leadin being located too near
a 60 cycle power line. Perhaps the
antenna leadin is strung through a
basement and up through the floor to
the receiver. If the lead is in close
proximity to a power cable, a 60 cycle
voltage can be induced into it that
would be coupled into the tuner along
with the received signals. If the induced
signal is large enough, it can affect
the horizontal circuits of some receivers
so that pulling and instability at the
top of the picture results. Improper
antenna lead dress can just as easily
cause picture pulling as a small cathode
to filament leak in an rf amplifier tube.

Dear Sir:
I have an intermittent condition in

the horizontal deflection and high volt-
age section of a Magnavox 650 series
chassis. The Horizontal deflection trans-
former has been replaced but the con-
dition still exists. I have gone over
the circuitry and am unable to locate
anything that is likely to be causing
this trouble. The symptoms are inter-
mittent complete collapse of the hori-
zontal deflection and loss of high
voltage.

E. H.
Washington, D.C.

A close inspection of the leads con-
nected to the yoke will probably reveal
that a lead is arcing through its in-
sulation to a yoke terminal or a yoke
terminal is biting into the insulation
of one of the leads, thus causing the
intermittent short. It is suggested that
all the yoke leads be inspected and any
burned or pitted lead portions be re-
moved. Insulated sleeves should be in-
stalled on the leads that pass close
to terminals that carry high pulse
voltages.

Answerman:
An RCA KCS-100J chassis exhibits

vertical lines on the left side of the
raster. Aside from these lines there

doesn't seem to be anything wrong in
the set. The circuitry has been thor-
oughly checked. Do you have any idea
as to how to eliminate these vertical
lines.

R. T.
Philadelphia, Pa.

Most probably, the vertical lines ate
the result of ringing which is occur-
ing in the horizontal deflection circuit.
Reducing the series capacitance in as-
sociation with the horizontal deflection
coils will generally prevent this type of
ringing in the horizontal deflection cir-
cuits. Change C175, as shown in Fig. 1,

7133

I

Fig. 1 - Partial schematic of the
RCA KCS 100J horizontal circuit.

from .033 uf to .027 uf. This decrease
in series capacitance will shift the
resonant condition so that it no longer
causes the deflection circuit ringing
and the vertical lines. I

TRANSISTORS
[from page 7]

cancellation of the signal at the collec-
tor.

As a result of these three effects the
use of normal junction transistors is
limited to frequencies up to about 500
kc. This frequency limit is expressed
by a term called "high frequency alpha
cutoff" which defines the frequency at
which alpha is reduced to .707 of its
low frequency level.

Significantly, it is found that the
high frequency response is inversely
proportional to the square of the thick-
ness of the base material. Thus, the
thinner the base section, the higher is
the possible operating frequency of the
transistor. The search for transistors
that will operate at higher frequencies

has resulted in a variety of manufactur-
ing methods and techniques: These
include (1) processing the raw mate-
rials from which the intrinsic material
is obtained; (2) adding controlled
amounts of inpurities to obtain N and
P materials of desired conductivities;
and, (3) joining together N and P
type semiconductors to obtain NP
junctions with desired characteristics.

Future discussions will reveal how
the different operating characteristics
of the various types of transistors de-
pend on the basic materials used in
making the transistors and the differ-
ences in their construction, particularly
with regard to the types of NP junc-
tions formed.

Preparation of Base Materials
The principal base materials used

in transistors are germanium and sili-
con. Germanium is much easier to
work with than silicon; however, sili-
con can withstand much higher oper-
ating temperatures. Because it is more
difficult to process, silicon results in
a more expensive transistor. Thus, be-
cause they are more economical ger-
manium transistors are generally used
at normal temperatures. However,
where higher operating temperatures
are encountered silicon transistors are
employed.

The preparation of base materials
such as germanium and silicon involves
their purification to an extremely high
degree. This means removing foreign
elements contained in the material to a
degree higher than that obtained by or-
dinary chemical means. The first step
in the preparation of germanium is to re-
duce commercially available powdered

ELECTRONIC SERVICING NOVEMBER, 1957
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The Work Bench

THIS month's installment is de-
voted to portable sets.

Philco Chassis 7E10 (Portable)

The receiver was turned on and it
was observed that the picture was tear-
ing horizontally. An adjustment of the
horizontal hold control would only
cause the picture to syncronize momen-
tarily, after which it would fall out
of horizontal sync. The 7AU7 horizon-
tal oscillator tube was replaced, but
had no effect. This type of receiv-
er utilizes a cathode coupled multi -

vibrator and receives its correction volt-
age from the phase comparer, RECW,
a selenium dual diode. The output of
the dual diode is fed through the
printed filter network #30-6016 as
shown in Fig. 1. The horizontal sync
pulse is fed to the selenium diodes
through Cl, 82 mmf and the reference
or comparison voltage is fed back from
the output circuit of the 7AU7 through
C2, .001 mf. The selenium diode was
checked first because of its history of
chronic failure. The dual diode used
in this receiver is similar to two 1N60
diodes tied back to back. However, in
this dual diode the breakdown rating
is better. The dual selenium diodes
should measure (on a 20,000 ohms per
volt meter) about 6,000 ohms front
resistance to about 15 meg to 2 meg
back resistance. Knowing these facts
the dual diode was clipped out of the
circuit leaving half of the pigtails in
the printed circuit board to facilitate

by PAUL GOLDBERG

the reinstallation. The resistance of
each half of the dual diode was

TO VERT. INTEGRATOR
TO SYNC

C2SEP

RECT.
SEL.
DIOD

FROM PLATE
OF 7AU7

HOR. OSC
1/2 7AU7

Fig. 1-AFC circuit of Philco 710.

checked. Each diode measured 30,000
ohms front resistance and 60,000 ohms
back resistance. The dual diode was
obviously bad and a new one was in-
stalled. The receiver now functioned
properly.

Admiral 14Y1)3B (Portable)

The receiver was turned on and it
was observed that the picture was tear-
ing horizontally and rolling vertically.
Because this type receiver trouble was
a composite sync problem the 5U8,
V201B, sync inverter and the 6BA8,
V303B, a sync separator, were replaced
individually but had no effect. In this
receiver the composite sync pulse is fed
through C315, (see Fig. 2) .01 nil;

Fig.

from the plate circuit of video ampli-
fier V303A, 1/2 6BA8A to the grid of
V303B, sync separator. Due to the grid
leak action of C315 and R418, and
the low plate voltage created by R419,
a 47K and R420, a 330K, only the
horizontal and vertical sync tips will
appear in the output circuit. The plate
of V303B is directly coupled to the
grid of the sync inverter V201B. The
vertical sync pulse is taken from the
plate of V201B through R401 while
horizontal sync pulses opposite in phase
are taken from the plate and cathode
of V201B and fed to the horizontal
phase detector. A waveform check
was then made at pin 2 of V303B.
Here the waveform was correct. A
waveform was next taken at pin 3,
the plate of V303B. The waveform
showed sync pulses of insufficient am-
plitude. A voltage check was next made
at the plate pin 3 of V303B and in-

F-
C3I5
.0Imf

V303B

16BA8A
SYNC
SEP

R418
2.7M

R4I9 R42
\ 330K

Er

Defective

2-Sync separator

TO VERTICAL OSC .

V 201B
SYNC INV

1/2 5U8

F -

TO
PHASE
DET

in 14YP3B,

dicated 8 volts instead of 25 volts.
R420 and R419 were measured and
R420 checked correctly while R419
measured 9,000 ohms instead of 47K.
Replacing R419 solved the problem. 

TRANSISTORS
[from page 41]

germanium oxide to germanium. This
is generally done in a hydrogen fur-
nace.

Zone Refining

After this initial purification, the
material is given a very high degree
of purification by 'a process called zone
refining. This process is used for sili-
con as well as germanium. The ger-
manium, which is now in a polycrys-
talline bar form, is carried in a boat
along the coil axis of an RF heating
unit as shown in Fig. 4.

The boat is then moved along from
one end of the coil to the other. Dur-
ing this process the portion of the bar

R -F COIL *ay

GERMANIUM BAR

Fig.

ium

IMPURITIES

QUARTZ BOAT

4 - Purification of german-
by the zone refining process.

directly under the influence of the coils
becomes semi -molten. Impurities have
a characteristic of preferring to dissolve

in the molten state of a substance
rather than in its solid state. Thus, im-
purities contained in the bar move to
the molten portion and are dissolved
in the melt. Now, as the boat moves
from one end of the coil to the other,
the impurities are trapped in the molten
portion underneath the coil. Finally,
at 'the end of the bar travel a molten
section of bar remains which contains
all of the impurities. The final result
of this operation is a relatively pure
bar of germanium for most of its length
with a small piece at the end contain-
ing the concentrated impurities. This
piece is removed.

[Continued on page 48]
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Reputation Builder #3: it pays to be neat

 Treat a set -owner's home like a dog house

and you're likely soon to be living in one

 BUT ... treat his possessions as you would your

own, and you'll always be an honored guest

it pays to replace with Sprague Atom® Miniature 'Lytics

don't be vague...insist on

 Another way to build and hold a reputation is
to insist on top quality replacement parts. Callbacks
due to replacement failures not only cost you money
. . . they also cost you customers! Replace with less
than the best and you place your reputation at stake.
In capacitors, the best is Sprague.

 Take Atom Tubular Electrolytics, for example.
The smallest TV 'lytics made, they're the only small
ones for 85°C (185°F) up to 450 VDC. Guaranteed
for low leakage and long shelf life, they withstand
high temperatures, high ripple currents, high surge
voltages. From crowded TV chassis to jam-packed
portables, Sprague Atoms fit them all.

 Get your copy of Sprague's latest radio and TV
service catalog, C-456. Write Sprague Products Co.,
Distributors' Division of Sprague Electric Company,

71 Marshall Street, North Adams, Mass.

SPRAGUE°
world's largest capacitor manufacturer

PRAG-UE RESEARCH ;IS CONSTANTLY PR
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against the sides of the cabinet thereby
providing conduction cooling. This
produces many times the cooling sur-
face of the standard selenium plate
thus providing a margin of safety,
longer rectifier life and greater cur-
rent carrying capacity. The unit also
uses the "chimney" effect for addi
tional cooling.

The circuit diagram of the D612T
is shown in Fig. I. With S2 in the left
position one half of the secondary of
T is used and two of the selenium
rectifiers provide full wave rectifica-
tion. When the switch is thrown to the
right the full secondary voltage is fed
to a bridge rectifier, producing a 16
volt output. The output ripple fre-
quency is the same for both switch po-
sitions.

SECO MODEL

107 TUBE TESTER

The Seco Model 107 Tube Tester
has been designed to provide a rapid
comprehensive test for tubes. This in-
strument provides three major test
functions. These are:

1-Grid circuit test
2-Dynamic Mutual Conductance
3-Cathode Emission

In addition to the listed tests the
checker has several other features. It
provides for the instantaneous testing
of shorts and indicates their presence
through the use of a tuning eye tube.
The line adjustment, once set, need
not be readjusted for various tube types
due to an automatic compensating
circuit.

L

iTest Equipment
ELECTRO D612 -T

DC POWER SUPPLY

The Electro model D -612T dc pow-
er supply was designed both for the
operation and testing of transistor type
automobile radios and also for testing
conventional tube type auto radios,
battery charging, telephone circuits,
model trains, electroplating and any
other operation requiring 0 to 16
volts dc.

The power supply must be oper-
ated with an input of no more than
110 to 120 volts ac at 50 to 60 cycles.
The power consumption at maximum
load is approximately 250 watts. A
variable control and range switch pro-
vides voltage ranges of 0 to 8 volts and
0 to 16 volts with a, ripple factor that
is less than 1/2 per cent for current
loads up to 6 amperes and less than 2
per cent for current loads of 10 am-
peres. The output voltage and current
are indicated by a separate ammeter
and voltmeter mounted on the front
panel. The meters are rectangular and
measure 2 inches by 2 inches. The en-
tire unit is protected by a 3 ampere
fuse which is readily accessible since
it is mounted on the front panel.

The selenium rectifiers are mounted

T

F

OUTPUT

Fig. 1-Schematic diagram of the D612 -T low voltage DC power supply.

A prewired panel mounted in the
cover permits a mutual conductance
test to be run with a setting of only a
filament switch and load control. The

test voltages are prewired to each sock-
et. The filament and load control set-
tings are marked alongside the pre -
wired sockets.

Cathode emission is tested on the
master panel with all settings given in
the Flip Chart index. The Flip Chart
also indicates which tubes are on the
prewired panel.

Grid Circuit Test

The Grid Circuit Test (GCT) is
most useful when servicing difficulties
involving the agc chain. When if and
rf tubes develop positive control grids
the tendency is to short circuit or load
down the bias supply. The effect of
this, on set performance, will be bend-
ing, pulling, vertical jitter, sync buzz
and any of the other faults created by
sync compression. The GCT will in-
dicate when a tube has any of the
following failures:

1-Control grid emission
2-Gassy tube
3-Grid to cathode leakage
4-Heater to cathode leakage

After the prewired chassis is set for
the mutual conductance test of a tube,
the tube need only be inserted in the
correct socket for an immediate indi-
cation on the tuning eye of all the
conditions listed above.. If any of the
4 defects are present the eye tube
shadow angle will open. In addition
the eye will open instantaneously if
any shorts are present. Any one of 15
defects or any. combination of them
will open the eye tube and show de-
fective. For reliable readings tubes
should be preheated. Preheating may
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be accomplished by a brief increase of
20 percent in filament voltage.

Mutual Conductance Test

When a tube passes the grid circuit
test it may be checked for mutual con-
ductance. To make this test, the bar
knob at the bottom of the prewired
panel is pushed upward without any
further adjustments. This test is most
important for high amplification tubes
used in rf, if and other voltage ampli-
fier circuits: Since the tube currents
are relatively low, an emission test is

not too important.
The meter scale is not calibrated in

micromhos but in percentage and the
usual multicolor good -bad scale.

Individual sections of dual and twin
type tubes are checked separately. The
second section of a tube is checked by
depressing the bar knob in the down-
ward direction.

Cathode Emission Test

Power amplifier tubes are not gen-
erally called on for high amplification
but rather for large currents. There-
fore the mutual conductance test is not
too significant for tubes used as
audio, vertical sweep and horizontal
sweep outputs as well as rectifier tubes.
To test these heavy current types the
cathode emission check is most valid.
This test is accomplished on the master
panel of the instrument. The control
settings are taken from the Flip Chart
index.

When the tube is inserted for the
emission test, the circuit is so wired
that the grid circuit test is performed
automatically and the condition is in-
dicated on the eye tube. If a tube passes
this test it is then tested for emission.

Obsolescence

Several steps have been taken to
prevent obsolescence. Three spare tube
sockets have been provided on the pre-

wired panel for future tube types. In
addition the etched panel indicating
the load and filament settings is re-
movable and may be replaced with an
up to date panel. Replacement fillers
for the Flip Chart are to be made
available to registered owners as new
tubes are developed. A simple method
of calibrating the tester for new type
tubes is described in the instruction
manual that accompanies the tube
tester.  

Actual size of new TRC microphone

or lavalier

ELECTRONICS
ELGIN NATIONAL WATC

107 National Street, ElgIr

The T R C
triple -duty microphone

by

it's versatile ...
lightweight ...

low cost, too!
Elgin's new TRC dynamic microphone
offers faithful audio reproduction in the
80-8500 cps range, yet lists from $11.50.
It is designed for use with tape re-
corders . . . yet has the versatility to
perform ideally at meetings and assem-
blies, wherever p.a. systems are used.
The TRC is less than five inches long,
weighs only nine ounces, has a pol-
ished, chromeplated case. It is omni-
directional and picks up voices within
a radius of ten feet under average
conditions.
The TRC is also available in crystal
and ceramic types.
Get the facts on this new addition to Elgin's
complete line of "American" microphones.
Write today for specifications and complete
descriptive literature.

DIVISION
H COMPANY
, Illinois
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I TV
picture

Rely on the tube that has always been speci-
fied by leading independent set makers.

.daeriff,

4110 TUNG-SOL'
Magic Mirror Aluminized

PICTURE TUBES
TUNG-SOL ELECTRIC INC., Newark 4, N. J. Sales Offices: Atlanta,
Ga.; Columbus, Ohio; Culver City, Calif.; Dallas, Tex.; Denver, Colo.;
Detroit, Mich.; Irvington, N. J.; Melrose Park, III.; Newark, N. J.;
Seattle, Wash.

TRADE
"Displays of television receivers and merchandising ma-

terials necessary to accompany the displays, are still the
best method of inducing prospective customer interest," 55
per cent of the Hotpoint TV receiver owners surveyed stated.
Their first interest in Hotpoint TV receivers was the dealer's
store displays. According to D. Edward Weston, Jr., general
manager, television receiver dept. Hotpoint Co., it's the
dealer who displays the merchandise that gets the business.

The sale of color television receivers is now "beginning
to make the difference in the dealer's profit margin," Roger
L. Drew, Manager of Color Television Market Development,
Radio Corporation of America stated recently. Addressing
a meeting of the National Appliance and Radio -TV Dealers
Association, Mr. Drew cited high sales records in several
cities where RCA is conducting special promotion cam-
paigns, then added: "Even before the promotions, Cincin
nati dealers reported that their dollar volume on color
amounted to 22 per cent of total RCA Victor TV sales.
In Detroit, the ratio was 31 per cent; in Philadelphia, 28
per cent."

An industry record was established in Syracuse, when
the General Electric Co. produced its 1,000,000th portable
television set at Electronics Park. The brain child of Dr.
W. R. G. Baker, vice-president of General Electric, portable
television went into production in Syracuse in the Spring
of 1955.

0 0

Simpson Electric Company announced the addition of
Frank Hadrick to its engineering staff as Chief Field Engi-
neer (Test Equipment). Mr. Hadrick, formerly Chief
Television Field Engineer for Admiral Corporation, was
instrumental in developing their Color TV training pro-
gram. In his new position, he will play an integral part
in the design and development of new Simpson test equip-
ment and will be available for consultation concerning
television and other electronic testing problems encountered
by Simpson customers.

Radio set shipments to dealers by manufacturers in-
creased considerably in August compared with July and
by nearly 300,000 on a cumulative basis over the like
eight -month period of last year, the Electronic Industries
Association (formerly RETMA) announced.

Manufacturers of television receivers shipped more sets
to dealers in August than had been sent in July. TV makers
shipped fewer TVs during, the first eight months of this
year compared with the cumulative totals of last year.

Manufacturers' sales of receiving and TV picture tubes
increased in August over July. Sales of both tube types
were reported to be under the level of August 1956.
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FLASHES
Thirty percent of the TV sets in the United States have

yet to be used with an antenna, explaining the unreason-
ably large volume of complaints received by dealers and
servicemen. That figure was disclosed following a year -long
survey made by the research department of Snyder
Mfg. Co.

Ben Snyder, president, disclosed that even in some rural
areas set owners have been depending upon so-called
built-in antennas to bring in pictures which are almost
illegible. Some set owners (more than 5%) have been
attaching bailing wire to their antenna lead-ins and "toss-
ing the wire out of the closest window." Others attached
wires to bed springs, rain spouts, or just bought a 98 -cent
"rabbit ear" which performed much more poorly than a
piece of bailing wire "more often than not." The biggest
"violators of good entertainment" are in the south and
southwest, where some 40% of all returns were due to the
fact that the purchaser of the receiver refused to buy any
kind of antenna. "Only a top quality antenna, either in-
door or outdoor, can take advantage of the power of the
modern television receiver and bring in clear, enjoyable
pictures," Mr. Snyder added. "The poor serviceman has
been taking the brunt of such complaints."

Three new types of consumer service warranty extension
plans-covering RCA Victor color television receivers in
second -year use-were announced by E. C. Cahill, Presi-
dent, RCA Service Company, Inc. "These warranty exten-
sions," Mr. Cahill said, "reflect our confidence in the effi-
cient and trouble -free operation of color TV receivers."

A $39.95 Warranty Extension Plan extends the initial
picture tube warranty for one additional year. The RCA
Service Company will install the replacement if the receiver
is within a branch service zone.

A second Extension Plan at ;34.95, available through
RCA Victor television dealers, extends picture tube war-
ranty an additional year. It does not include the cost of
service for actually replacing the picture tube.

A $59.95 Plan not only extends picture tube warranty an
additional year, but also extends the initial warranty on
parts and receiving tubes for an additional twenty-one
months. The combination of both features provides pro-
tection on the tube and all parts for two years from the
date of purchase.

Mr. Harry R. Ashley, President of Electronic Instrument
Co., announced an agreement with Hegeman Laboratories,
Glen Ridge, New Jersey, for exclusive rights to manufac-
ture and distribute the new Hegeman Standard Speaker
System. This system, to be known as the EICO Standard
Speaker System, is claimed to be a new milestone in the
loudspeaker art. EICO will make this system available in
completely finished form in a choice of hand -rubbed fine
hardwoods.

righterrter

RelyRely on the tube that has always been a
favorite with leading independent service
dealers.

cP6/;ire 444
TUNG-SOL®

RECEIVING TUBES
TUNG-SOL makes All -Glass Sealed Beam Lamps, Miniature Lamps,

Signal Flashers, Picture Tubes, Radio, TV and Special Purpoie
Electron Tubes and Semiconductor Products.
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FREEby subscribing to ELECTRONIC SERVICING
now on this special order form you will get FREE! FREE

96 PAGE TV SCHEMATIC PACKET
ZENITH

Sc

r ' 7.11sIfirAv

You get 16 more pages of new schematics in every issue
Every issue of ELECTRONIC SERVICING now carries 16 pages of new TV schematics.
Many of these will not be available from any other source for months. Each schematic
is crystal clear and accurate - (prepared by John F. Rider) - ready for immediate
use and easy filing for future reference. The schematics include Alignment Data, Wave-
forms, Operating Voltages, Tube Location Guide, Essential Parts Numbers, etc.

In addition you'll get 4 more new pages of
VIDEO SPEED SERVICING SYSTEMS Data Sheets in each issue

HURRY ... HURRY ... This Special Offer Good Only
While The Present Supply of Schematic Padtets Lasf

-TEAR OFF - MAIL TODAY - GET YOUR FREE 96 -PAGE TV SCHEMATIC PACKET FREE --

ELECTRONIC SERVICING, 300 W. 43rd St., New York 36, N. Y.

I accept your FREE OFFER . . . a complete 96 PAGE TV SCHEMATIC PACKET together
with a 2 -year subscription to Electronic Servicing. Here is my $5.00

CHECK YOUR CLASSIFICATION

O Independent Radio -TV Serviceman

O Radio -TV Service Organization

O Retail Store having Service Department

O Industrial Electronic Service Firm

O Firm having electronic equipment
which I service and maintain

0 Owner

O Employee

O Service Mgr.

ID Student

If some other type of company describe -

O Cheek if New Subscriber

O Check if this is to renew or extend your present subscription when it expires

(Please Print)

Name

Address

Oily 7one State

Name of firm

Firm's business address

City lone State
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TRANSISTORS
[from page 42]

Crystal Growing

Germanium crystals required for
transistor purposes must be monocrys-
talline in structure. That is, the atom
structure must be arranged so that, in
effect, a single crystal exists, otherwise
free motion of the carriers will be
impeded by the various surfaces and
boundaries present in a polycrystalline
structure. After the rf heating opera-
tion, the intrinsic material is still in a
polycrystalline form; that is, it consists
of a combination of many separate crys-
tals. In order to change polycrystalline
germanium to monocrystalline german-
ium a process such as that shown in
Fig. 5 is used. Here a slowly rotating

MOTION OF ARM
HOLDING SEED

CRYSTAL+

IMPURITY PELLETS
ARE DROPPED IN

HERE

SEED CRYSTAL GROWN CRYSTAL

Fig. 5-Process used for growing
monocrystalline germanium

rod containing a single crystal of ger-
manium is dipped into a crucible con-
taining molten- polycrystalline german-
ium. As this rod is rotated it is also
slowly withdrawn. In doing so, it
picks up atoms from the molten ger-
manium, which arrange themselves to
form a monocrystalline bar. Practical
products of this process are bars of
very highly purified germanium about
six inches long and one inch in diame-
ter. The same process is used in manu-
facturing monocrystalline silicon.

The type of material manufactured
in this manner is essentially intrinsic
and as such cannot be used for diode or
transistor application. To be suitable for
the latter the semiconductor material
required must be either N type or P
type. If during the operation described
in the previous paragraph, measured im-
purities of other metals are added to
the melt, either N or P type germanium
may be produced. Gallium, boron, in-
dium, gold and aluminum may be used
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to produce P type germanium. Arsenic,
antimony, or phosphorus may be
used to obtain N type germanium. The
completed bar is then sliced into very
thin discs. The latter are then diced
into small segments approximately 1

mil thick and ten mils square. These
segments are used as the base mate-
rial of the junction type transistors
previously discussed.

[To be continued]

HI-FI
[from page 18]

duces a drop across R4, whioh sets
the grid voltage for Vl. Now, suppose
for some reason the power supply volt-
age drops (either because of increased
load or, because the line voltage has
decreased). Then, immediately, the
voltage at point "A" decreases slight-
ly. The bias of V2 goes slightly less
positive, and that tube conducts less
current. The reduction of current
through V2 results in less of a voltage
drop across R4, or, less bias at the grid
of VI. Less bias on any tube of this
type means that the internal resistance
is lowered and with a lowering of this
"tube resistance," less voltage drop oc-
curs across VI. Thus the screen volt-
age, taken at the cathode of V1 re-
mains fixed. You can easily trace the
steps that would occur if the screen
voltage or line voltage were suddenly
to rise beyond proper limits. Just the
reverse correction would take place,
again tending to restore proper operat-
ing voltage to the screens of the output
tubes.

Voltage Regulator Types

Occasionally, a type of output tube
will be found in which the bias set-
ting for optimum power is quite criti-
cal. Under such circumstances, the
mere application of fixed bias as shown
in Fig. 2 (see previous article in this
series) does not provide sufficiently
"stiff" operating conditions. A shift of
merely 10 per cent in line voltage is
often enough to create operating condi-
tions which exceed the tube ratings
(when the shift is upward) or reduce
maximum power output of the ampli-
fier (when the shift occurs on the
downward side). In such cases, a cir-
cuit similar to that shown in Fig. 5 is
employed. The filtered negative volt-
age, rectified from a tap -point of the
power supply has, in shunt, a neon
glow tube, whose firing characteristic
is very nearly 65 volts. That is, the

glow tube, once fired, has a variable
internal resistance, determined by cur-
rent flow, which acts to keep the po-
tential drop across it at a constant 65
volts or so. Components Cl, R2, R3
and R4 then combine to provide fil-
tering and voltage division to select
the actual operating bias voltage. A
shift of as great as 10 per cent in ac
potential at the transformer tap -point
will represent less than 1 per cent shift
in bias voltage with this arrangement.

Voltage Regulator Troubles

The nice thing about both circuits

described is that they have a measure
of self-protection in the event of their
failure. For example, in Fig. 5, if the
neon indicator were to fail or open
up, a greater bias would appear at the
arm of R3, resulting in reduced cur-
rant flow through the output tubes. By
the same token, failure of VI in the
circuit of Fig. 4 would result in no
screen voltage and no voltage for the
earlier voltage amplifying stages. This
is a condition easily detected in servic-
ing with a voltmeter. Failure of V2
would be somewhat more destructive

[continued on page 52]

SPECIALLY
PRICED DURING NOVEMBER!

THE BEST TOOL

DEAL YOU
EVER SAW!

mg,

A

ALIGNMENT

TOOL KIT
CONTAINS 4 BASIC TV TOOLS
To introduce this new kit that's
sure to handle most of your TV seat
alignment work, G -C has specially
priced it for one month only.
Roll -type plastic case holds the
four tools safely in your pocket or
tool box. Buy now and savel.

SEE YOUR G -C JOBBER NOW!

FREE G -C CATALOG...send postcard today!

NO. 8457

GENERAL CEMENT MFG. CO.
Division of Textron Inc.

400 South Wyman Street Rockford, Illinois
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rrir
quality

components

satisfied customers
and higher profits

for YOU
Industrial electronic servicing is profitable
business for you. Especially when you stock
and replace with dependable Ohmite com-
ponents ... the line your industrial custom-
ers know and prefer. With Ohmite you
eliminate call backs, insure quality replace.
ment, build customer satisfaction, and
increase your industrial (and home) elec-
tronic servicing business. Service such
industrial equipment as mobile radio, air-
craft and marine radar and radio, elec-
tronic controls for factory processes and
automation, industrial P.A. and intercom
systems, and-medical and dental electron-
ics. It's a big market !

BROWN DEVIL®
RESISTORS

Vitreous -enameled.
In 5, 10, and
20 -watt sizes.

MOLDED
COMPOSITION
POTENTIOMETERS
TYPE AB

Resistance ma-
terial is solid

molded, noise -free.
Rated at 2 watts.

LITTLE DEVIL®
COMPOSITION
RESISTORS 7

"AX..1k, Meet oil
MIL -R -11A

requirements.
Available in 1/2,

1, and 2 -watt sizes
in all standard
RETMA values.

Also:
RHEOSTATS

PRECISION
RESISTORS

RELAYS

R.F. CHOKES

WRITE FOR
STOCK CATALOG

BE RIGHT WITH

ONIMOTE®
DEPENDABLE RESISTANCE UNITS

OHMITE MANUFACTURING CO.
3640 Howard Street, Skokie, Illinois

Eliminating Color TVI
Part 2

by The Washington Television
Interference Committee

Internal sources of interference and

their remedies are discussed in this

second installment of the color TVI series.

N the preceding installment of this
I series, the operation of color TV
receiver circuitry was reviewed to serve
as a background for this and other ma-
terial to follow. Let us now examine
some of the more common causes of
color TVI which may be traced to
causes within the receiver itself.

3.58 MC Harmonic Radiation

Since the color television receiver has
a 3.58 mc oscillator, usually crystal con-
trolled, it source of an
if signal which could result in beats or
interference patterns. Most color re-
ceivers are adequately shielded and so
designed as to keep fundamental and
harmonic radiation from this 3.58 mc
oscillator to a minimum.

However, in isolated cases it is pos-
sible for the 13th harmonic (46.54 mc)
to beat with the picture if carrier at
45.75 mc, causing interference on all
channels. This can be isolated by dis-
abling the 3.58 mc oscillator while ob-
serving the interference. Ignore any
changes in kinescope screen color which
may occur as the result of disabling the
oscillator. Correction may be difficult,
involving lead dress and/or shielding
of the oscillator or other leads which

*may be carrying 3.58 mc information.
In some cases a short wave receiver with
a shielded or coaxial antenna "probe,"
or a sensitive detector or grid -dip meter,
can be used to advantage in locating the
circuit or lead which is radiating the
3.58 mc or its harmonics.

It is also possible for harmonics of the
3.58 mc oscillator to be picked up di-
rectly by the antenna lead-in. For ex-
ample, the 19th harmonic (68 mc) can
beat with the incoming channel 4 pic-
ture carrier (67.25 mc) resulting in in-

terference to channel 4. This is par-
ticularly possible when the received
signal from channel 4 is very weak, or
when a "V" type indoor antenna is
used. The correction is to use a good
antenna to receive the strongest possible
station signal, and to re-route or shield
the antenna leads to the if unit.

Interference to amateur operations in
the vicinity of 3.58 mc and its har-
monics, or interference to color circuits
from local amateur signals near the
3.58 mc color sub -carrier may result un-
less care is taken to prevent radiation
from the circuits involved. These are
located inside the chassis. For example,
the bottom of the receiver chassis may
be provided with a bottom plate secure-
ly fastened to the chassis at a number
of points. When servicing inside the
chassis care should be taken to insure
that the plate is replaced and fastened
at all points at which fasteners may be
provided rather than using only a suf-
ficient number of bolts to keep it in
place.

Picture IF Harmonics

Since a detector is a non-linear de-
vice, it is quite possible for a detector
circuit, particularly at a television if
frequency, to radiate a small amount of
energy at the fundamental picture if
frequency and its harmonics. For ex-
ample, the 4th or 5th harmonic of the
picture if may be radiated from the pic-
ture if second detector circuitry or com-
ponents, and be picked up by the an-
tenna lead-in or if unit, and appear as
interference on channels 7, 8 or 13.

This type of interference can be
identified because it is tunable with the
fine tuning control. It may be particular-
ly noticed where a weak signal is being
received from the television station, or
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where a "V" type indoor antenna is
used on top of the receiver.

The correction involves lead dress,
shielding, or by-passing of the picture
second detector circuitry in order to
minimize the harmonic radiation. As a
last resort, realignment to a slightly dif-
ferent if frequency will shift the inter-
ference beat to a frequency where the
beat would not be objectionable.

Other Internal Sources of
Interference

Interference may also be caused by a
condition in the agc amplifier where the
rf bias becomes too high and the if
bias becomes too low. This condition is
usually caused by one or more resistors
in the agc bias voltage divider network
changing value. The bias produced by
this change causes a snowy picture with
if interference. An open coil in the
antenna matching transformer can also
produce a snowy picture with noticeable
interference. A check for an open
matching transformer or open trans-
mission line can be made very easily.
Simply slide the hand along the trans-
mission line while watching the pic-
ture. If the picture changes greatly
when the hand is moved, the line or
antenna coil is probably open or it is
an indication of a poorly matched anten-
na or transmission line.

Sound Beat in Picture

It is possible to have a strong sound
beat in the picture even when the fine
tuning is positioned for best color.
When properly tuned in there should
be no sound beat in the picture. If it is
impossible to tune out the sound beat
interference without losing color it is
probably due to improper alignment of
the picture if amplifier or the video
amplifier. Alignment is more critical
due to complimenting if and video
responses.

Faulty Tubes

Low emission rf tubes in the tuner
contribute to the susceptibility of a

television receiver to interference ef-
fects. A systematic check from the an-
tenna through the receiver front end
will often disclose the difficulty. In a
number of reported interference cases
replacing a low emission rf tube or low
emission or shorted oscillator tube has
caused the picture to jump in clear and
free of interference and degradation.

[To be continued]
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trouble -shooting so they can service
sets more efficiently.

A compilation of specific re-
ceiver service repairs, "bugs,"
chronic troubles, field circuit
changes, manufacturers' pro-
duction revisions, etc. The com-
pilation enables the service tech-
nician to pinpoint what is wrong
with any given TV set and to cor-
rect the fault in the shortest pos-
sible time.

Video Speed Service Systems is guaranteed to simplify servicing all
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outs.
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Patent #2,774,645
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Factory Wired
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"I had a terrible night last
night-dreamt we were

out of JENSEN NEEDLES."

HI Fl POWER AMPLIFIERS
[from

in that absence of current flow through
V2 would place the grid of VI at the

100v TAP ON TO GRIDS OF
POWER TRANS. OUTPUT TUBES

SR -I RI

NE -51

R2

CI

3

R4

Fig. 5-Schematic diagram of a

voltage regulated bias supply.

same positive potential as its plate. VI
would therefore probably "go along
for the ride" but no destruction of the
expensive power output tubes would
take place.

Usually, the voltages which should
appear at all points in a voltage regu-
lator circuit are clearly prescribed on
the manufacturer's schematic. Some
typical problems encountered are: loss
of power output, distortion, cherry red
plates or screens and frequent replace-
ment of output tubes. Many of these
difficulties in the output stage can be
traced to some element in the voltage
regulator circuitry. With the ever-
present race for higher -powered am-
plifiers in full swing, (justifiably or
otherwise) more and more manufac-
turers will tend to "squeeze the last
watt" out of a pair of output tubes
and you are likely to run across many
variations of the two circuits described,
for this reason.

Feedback

We have mentioned feedback previ-
ously, but since the most important
source of feedback is associated with
the output stage and its transformer, it
would not be amiss to dwell upon the
subject in some detail at this juncture.

The general case of application of
feedback to an amplifier is shown
diagrammatically in Fig. 6. Simply stat-

Gain
Distortion

Noise
Damping Factor
Source Impedance
Sensitivity
Stability

Neg Voltage
Decrease
Decrease

page 49]

ed, a portion of the output voltage (or
current) is fed back to the input (or
to a point near the input) to produce
one or more of the following beneficial
effects:

1. Reduction of distortion.
2. Reduction of hum and noise.
3. Improvement in frequency re-

sponse.
4. Change or improvement of damp-

ing factor or source impedance.

Fig. 6-Block diagram indicating
general application of feedback.

While the most common form of

feedback is of the negative voltage
variety (i.e.-a small voltage is fed back
out of phase with the point of injec-
tion), negative current feedback, posi-
tive current feedback and even posi-
tive voltage feedback are sometimes
employed. Table I lists the various ef-
fects produced by the different forms
of feedback.

Feedback Problems

In; general, any form of oscillation
which disappears with the removal of
the feedback components in an ampli-
fier can be traced to some phase -shift
or change of value of component
which has taken place with age of the
equipment. A common cause of this

Table I

Pos Voltage
Increase
Increase

Decrease Increase
Increase Decrease
Decrease Increase
Decrease Increase
Increase Decrease
(only to a point)

Neg Current
Decrease
Decrease

(For constant
load)

Decrease
Decrease
Increase
Increase
Increase

Pos Current
Increase
Increase

(For constant
load)

Increase
Increase
Decrease
Decrease
Decrease
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type of oscillation could be the de-
terioration of one of the push-pull pair
of output tubes. Sometimes, excessive
speaker lead length in a poorly de-
signed amplifier can make it margin-
ally unstable and subject to spurious
oscillations. Lead dress of early- stages
or the feedback elements themselves
will often affect stability. Generally,
the best way to trouble shoot for in-
stability which appears upon the recon-
nection of the feedback loop in an
amplifier is to apply feedback in "easy
stages." That is, start with a smaller
amount of feedback than is called
for in the schematic. Gradually
increase this value until the first signs
of instability show up on your os-
cilloscope. Use a dummy lead when
doing this type of work as high -fre-
quency oscillations, can easily damage
a tweeter voice coil. With the amplifier
just on the verge of oscillation, it is

much easier to detect the trouble,
whether it be lead dress, faulty com-
ponents, or tubes. As the amplifier is
restored to full stability, add _in more
feedback until it is equal to its orig-
inally specified value. In a well de-
signed amplifier it should be possible to
further increase feedback until a change
of gain of 6 more db occurs before the
amplifier shows signs of instability.

In the next article of this series we
hope to answer the many puzzlers as-
sociated with multiple speaker installa-
tions. Installing a second speaker in
the bedroom or den is a wonderful
way to increase the value of a high
fidelity system for your customer and
an equally simple way to improve your
own financial position. That is, provid-
ing you understand a few fundamental
concepts about impedance matching
and speaker switching which will be
discussed. [To be continued]

WESTINGHOUSE PICTURE TUBE
[from

mute relay mutes the sound by placing
resistor R-28 in parallel with the vol-
ume control. When the channel select
relay closes the power tuning motor
circuit is completed, actuating the mo-
tor and tuner drive mechanism.

I-
I R

117 V.

RECEPTACLE

Fig. 5-Schematic diagram of the
remote control receiver test unit.

Test Unit

The operation of the receiver unit
can be checked whether in the tele-
vision receiver or out of the receiver
by means of the simple test unit shown
in Fig. 5. The test unit replaces the
television chassis when the plug from
the receiver unit is inserted into the
receptacle. The test unit delivers the
necessary supply voltage and indicates
when the "select" and "soft sound"
relays are activated. Resistor R-2 drops
approximately 100 volts at 600 ma and
can be made from a 60 watt lamp.
Ballast resistors such as are used in

page 20]

Westinghouse television receivers (i.e.
two 59 ohm and one 41 ohm, 25 watt
resistors) are also suitable.

Receiver Troubleshooting

If the receiver unit fails to operate
check to be sure that the transmitter
and receiver units are set to the same
frequencies. Check the setting of the
threshold control. This control must
naturally be advanced to increase the
gain of the receiver as the tubes age.
To check the operation of the first two
rf stages and the channel select recti-
fier, connect a VTVM to the test point
at the grid of V -2B [shown in Fig. 3].
This is a terminal on the top of the
printed board. Set the meter to read
a positive voltage and rotate the con-
trol, on the transmitter, to the "select"
position. A positive voltage (approxi-
mately 22 volts) indicates the receiver
is operating to this point. If the voltage
does not appear, check the transmitter
as well as these stages.

To troubleshoot the receiver measure
the dc voltages at the points shown on
the schematic. If this does not isolate
the stage then signal. trace with an
oscilloscope. To signal trace, hold the
transmitter unit control in either the
"select" or "soft" position and trace
the signal through the unit. Loss of
signal or severe distortion of the signal
at a particular point indicates the stage
is at fault. X I

otv 13/4

Kin tot
06- 16
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 The tremendous demand for portable TV
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Without MOSLEY TV Outlets, portable
TV-in most.areas-ceases to be portable!

Let MOSLEY TV Outlets spark YOUR
Portable TV Sales!

For a complete line of up-to-date
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the specs are the proof ...
the BEST BUYS areL7E/COL7
for COLOR & Monochrome TV servicin

1111111111111111

NEW TV -FM SWEEP
GENERATOR &

MARKER #368

=368
Factory -wired

and tested

$1 1 9"
Also available

as kit

$6995

Entirely electronic sweep circuit (no mechanical
devices) with accurately -biased inereduetor for
excellent linearity. Extremely flat RF output:
new AGC circuit automatically adjusts oscillator
far maximum output on each -band with mini-
mum amplitude variations. Exceptional tuning
accuracy: edge -lit hairlines eliminate parallax,
Swept Oscillator Range: 3-216 mc' in 5 funda-
mental bands. Variable Marker Range: 2-75 mc
in 3 fundamental bands; 60-225 mc on harmonic
band. 4.5 mc Crystal Marker Oscillator, crystal
supplied. Provision for External Marker. Sweep
Width 0-3 mc lowest maximum deviation to 0-30
mc highest maximum deviation. 2 -way blanking.
Narrow range phasing. Attenuators: Marker Size,
RF Fine, RF. Coarse (4 -step decade). Cables:
output, 'scope horizontal, 'scope vertical. Deep -
etched satin aluminum front -panel; rugged grey
%crinkle steel case.

See the 50 EICO models of
tests instruments and hi-fi
equipment IN STOCK at
your neighborhood dis-
tributor. Write for FREE
Catalog D-11.

Prices 5%
higher on
West Coast

33-00 Northern Blvd.Rea iff Long Island City 1, N. Y.

REPUTATION
is what you make it. It will be the "best -

in -town" if you read CORNELL-DUBILIER'S
pocket-size monthly magazine chock full
of reputation building service aids. Mailed
FREE to your home every month for the
asking-just use the coupon below.

CORNELL-DUBILIER ELECTRIC CORP.
DEPT. ST -117, SOUTH PLAINFIELD, N. J.
OK! Send me "The Capacitor"-Free
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Address

Please Print!
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L

OSCILLOSCOPE

[from page 12]

CIRCULAR
PATTERN

TRIMMER CAP.

TO AUDIO OSC

Fig. 2-Circuit used to obtain
display of circular pattern.

convenient for obtaining a circular pat-
tern on the scope screen. The audio
oscillator may be set for any conven-
ient frequency, such as 1000 cps. The
trimmer capacitor is adjusted in com-
bination with the horizontal and verti-
cal gain controls of the scope to obtain
the circular pattern. If the trimmer ca-
pacitor does not have a suitable range,
use a lower or higher frequency from
the audio oscillator to bring it in range.

When the circle is displayed on the

TRACE
THICK

TRACE THIN

TRACE THIN

TRACE
THICK

Fig. 3-A pattern displaying severe
astigmatic distortion.

scope screen, observe the contour for
uniformity. If the circle is alternately
thick and thin, as illustrated in Fig. 3,
astigmatic distortion is present. Most
scopes have an astigmatism control
which can be adjusted for the most
uniform circular trace. Scopes with
push-pull amplifiers have inherently
less astigmatic distortion than scopes
with single -ended amplifiers.

Overload Tests

Overload is displayed as a flattening
of the waveform. The circular pattern
illustrated in Fig. 4 provides a good
basis for overload tests. Advance the
output from the audio oscillator until
the circle flattens. When making this
check, adjust the horizontal and verti-
cal centering controls to inspect the
top, bottom, and sides of the circle,

since it is usual to deflect the circle
off -screen before overload occurs. How-
ever, if the circle flattens before off -
screen deflection is obtained, it is an
indication that an amplifier tube is

weak, that the plate -supply voltage is
low, or that load resistors do not have
correct values.

When flattening of the circle occurs
under either condition, the input volt-
age at the overload point can be meas-
ured by means of a VTVM at the out-
put of the audio oscillator, and the
maximum input voltage thus deter-
mined. This overload check can be
made at each position of the attenuator.
It will usually be found that overload
is encountered at low signal levels when
the step attenuator is set to a sensitive
position. This fact points up an im-
portant operating rule:

Always operate a scope with the fine
attenuator set to a relatively high posi-
tion and the coarse attenuator set to a
relatively low position, to obtain the
maximum immunity from overload
distortion.

Differential overload refers to wheth-
er the scope goes into overload at high
frequencies before it goes into overload
at low frequencies. For this check, a

SEMICONDUCTOR
PRODUCTS

Progress in semiconductor (and associated
components) development is so rapid and
vital that engineers in this field agree
there is need for an authoritative technical
magazine whose text content is devoted
solely to it.
Such a magazine is SEMICONDUCTOR
PRODUCTS. First issue January 1958.
Thereafter regular issues will be published
every -other -month in the March -May
sequence.
SEMICONDUCTOR PRODUCTS textwise
consists of up-to-date technical articles
and features of vital interest to the de-
sign and applications engineer, prepared
on an engineering level by foremost
authorities in this field. Also included are
trade news, new products, current devel-
opments, and new applications, designed
to provide the engineer and executive
with up-to-the-minute industry information.

SEMICONDUCTOR PRODUCTS
300 West 43rd Street, New York 36, N. Y.
Sirs: Here is my remittance- for $
Enter my subscription order to "SEMICON-
DUCTOR PRODUCTS" as follows:
Subscription Rates:
0 $3.00 for 6 issues. 0 $5.00 for 12 issues.

(Foreign $4.00 and $6.00)
Name

(Print Carefully)
Address
City Zone State
Firm Name
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color -bar pattern such as shown in
Fig. 4 provides a useful and convenient
check.

The color -bar pattern provides this
data, because the waveform contains
both low and high frequencies: The
burst and chroma bar have a frequency
of 3.58 mc, while the sync pulse has
a fundamental frequency of 15.75, kc.
To check for differential overload, ap-
ply the color -bar signal to the vertical -
input terminals of the scope, and ob-
serve the pattern proportions when the
vertical -gain controls of the scope are
set for one or two inches of screen
deflection. Next, advance the vertical
gain of the scope for full -screen de-
flection. The pattern proportions should
remain the same. However, if the burst
now appears attenuated with respect
to the sync pulse, or vice versa, dif-
ferential overload is occurring.

Fig. 4-A color bar pattern for test-
ing differential overload.

Differential overload distortion is
caused by stagger peaking of the stages
in the vertical amplifier. To eliminate
this type of distortion, check the peak-
ing coils and load resistors in each
stage of the vertical amplifier. When
correct values are used throughout, so
that the response of each stage is flat,
differential overload distortion does not
occur.

High..Frequency Unbalance

High -frequency unbalance shows up
in a color -bar pattern as unsymmetri-
cal bursts or color bars. When bursts
and color bars do not appear balanced
on the screen as the vertical gain is ad-
vanced, high -frequency unbalance is
indicated.

High -frequency unbalance is usually
caused by unequal values of peaking -coil
inductance on the two sides of a push-
pull stage. That is, one side of the
push-pull amplifier has more gain at
high frequencies. The fault is more
prominent when the vertical deflection
is substantial.

[To be continued]
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SPECIFICATIONS FOR ERIE STANDARD AUDIO -AMPLIFIER

 Frequency Response: 30 cycles to 12,000 cycles +0, -3.5 db.
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Yes, with the 99 SM Service Master,
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popular items from the famous XCELITE "99
Line" of precision -made tools.

You professional Radio, TV, Hi-Fi and Elec-

tronics Servicemen will have your favorite

XCELITE Nutdrivers, Screwdrivers, Detach-
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99 SM Kit. Included is the highly -useful
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Only the 5 TOP-QUALITY brands of"\

STANDARD
BRAND TUBES

AT SENSIBLE PRICES
90 Day RETMA Guarantee  Brand New
. 1st quality only Individually boxed
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0Z4 $ .70
OZ4G .85
A5GT .95
A7GT 1.15
A X2 1.20
B3G T 1.10
H5GT .85
L6 1.20
R5 1.00
S4 1.15
35 .85
T4 .95
U4 .95
U5 .85
X2B 1.15

2A3 2.10
2A F4A 1.55
28N4 .95
3A L5 .80
3A L16 .90
3AV6 .75
38E6 1.00
313C5 1.00
3BN6 1.30
3BU8 1.20
38Y6 1.00
38Z6 1.00
3CB6 1.00
3C F6 1.10
3CS6 1.00
301-6 .95
3L F4 1.35
304 1.00
3Q5GT 1.20
3S4 .95
3V4 .95
4608 1.75
41307A 1.65
4838 1.60
5A M8 1.20
5A N8 1.30
5AQ5 .90
5AS8 1.25
5AT8 1.20
5A U4 1.25
5A V8 1.45
5A W4 1.20
5A Z4 .80
5B K 7 1.55
5B R8 1.40
51307 1.70
5C G8 1.35
516 1.05
5R4GY 1.60
518 1.45
5U4G .85
5U4G 8 .85
5U8 1.25
5V4G 1.10
5V6GT .90
5X8 1.30
5Y3GT .70
5Y4G .90
6A7 1.20
6A8M 1.35
6A8GT 1.20
6A B4 .80
6A B5 1.30
6AC5G 1.35
6AC7 1.35
6A F4 1.70
6A G5
6A G7 1.65
6A H4GT 1.05
6A H6V 1.45
6AJ5 1.85
6A K4 . 1.60
6A1(5 .85
6A K6 .95
6A L5
6A L7GT 1.90
6A M4 1.90
6A M8 1.20
6A N4 1.85
6A N5 3.70
6A N8 1.30
6A Q5 .85
6A06 .65
6AS5 .90
6AS6 2.35
6AS7G 3.15
GAS8 1.30
6AT6 .75
6AT8 1.20
6A U4GT 1.40
6A U5GT 1.55
6A U6 .80
6A U7 .95
6A U8 1.35
6AV5GT 1.45

6A V6 $ .70
6A W8 (.35
6AX4GT 1.05
6AX5GT 1.05
6AZ8 1.45
6B4G 1.85
6BA6 .80
68A7 1.30
6BC5 .90
6BC7 1.35
GB D 5 1.45
6BD 6 .85
613E6 .90
6BF5 .95
613E6 .75
6BG6G 2.25
6BE 6 1.05
6BH 8 1.30
61315 .95
61317 (.00
61310 1.25
6BK7A 1.30
61317GT 1.65
6BN4 .90
6BN6 1.20
613Q6GTA 1.65
68Q7A 1.45
6B R8 1.35
6BX7GT . 1.70
613Y5G 1.40
6BY6 .90
6B26 .90
6BZ7 1.55
61328X155 1.85
604 .65
605 .90
6CB5 2.90
6CB6 .90
6CD6G 2.15
6CF6 .95
6CG7 .95
6CG8 1.20
6C H 8 1.25
6CL6 1.40
6CM6 1.00
6CM7 1.05
6CN7 1.05
6C R6 .95
6CS6 .80
6CS7 1.10
5CU5 .85
6CU6 1.65
606 1.15
6DC6 1.00
60E6 .95
6DT6 .85
6006 1.65
6E5 1.00
6F5 1.00
6F6M 1.25
6F6G 1.05
615 .90
616 .80
617 1.25
6K6GT .85
61(7 1.05
6K8 1.35
6L60 1.46
6L6G A 1.55
6L6M 2.10
6L7 1.20
6N7 1.90
607 1.05
6S4 .80
6S8GT 1.15
6SA7GT 1.00
6S07 1.10
6SF5 .95
6SF7 1.05
6SG7 1.10
6SH7 1.00
65.17M 1.05
6S1<7GT . .95
6SL7GT 1.15
6SN7GTA/B 1.09
6SQ7GT .85
6SR7 1.00
6T4 1.40
678 1.25
6U5 1.05
6U8 1.25
6V3A 1.70
6V6GT .85
6V6M 1.60
6W4GT .90
6W6GT 1.65
6X4 .65
6X5GT .70
6X8 1.25
6Y6G 1.05

7AU7 1.00
7B5 .90
7B6 1.05
767 .95
706 1.00
7F8 1.40
7N7 1.00
8AW8A 1.60
8CG7 1.05
80M7 1.15
2A85 .80
2AC6 .90
2AD6 .90
2A E6 .75
2AH7 1.25
2AL5 .75
2AQ5 .85
2AT6 .70
2AT7 1.20
2AU6 .80
2A U7 .95
2AV6 .70
2AV7 1.25
2AW6 1.05
2AX4GT 1.05
2AX7 .95
2AY7 1.85
2AZ7 1.10
2B4A .95
2 BA6 .80
2BA7 1.30
2BD6 .85
28E6 .85
213E6 .80
2B H7A 1.15
2131(5 1.25
2BN6 1.10
21306GTB 1.65
2BR7 1.05
2BV7 1.25
28Y7A 1.15
2827 1.15
2C5
2CA5

.80

.85
2CU6 1.65
2006 1.65
2L6GT .95
2SG7 1.05
2317 1.05
2SK7GT .95
2SL7GT 1.20
2SN7GTA 1.05
2SQ7GT .90
2V6GT .85
2W6GT 1.10
2X4 .65
4A7 .90
4136 1.00
9A U4 1.20
9BG6G 2.50
9J6 1.10
9T0 1.25
9X8 1.25

25AV5GT 1.40
25AX4GT 1.15
25E11(5 1.25
2513065:TB 1.70
25CD6G A 2.20
25CU6 1.65
2516GT .85
25W4GT 1.00
25Z5 .85
25Z6GT 1.00
35A5 1.05
35135 .90
3505 .85
35L6GT .90
35W4 .60
35Y4 .85
35Z5 .70
50A5 1.05
5085 .95
5005 .65
50160T .90
50Y7GT .95
7017GT 2.60
80 .70
81 2.00
83 1.25
I I7L7GT 2.95
1 I7N7GT 2.30
I I7P7GT 2.10
11723 .90
117240T 1.20
117Z6GT 1.25
5642 1.15
5654 1.35

and others

We stock over 1000 types Including Wades. Trans-istors, transmitting and Special Purpose types.
Write for new 1957 list.

TERMS: 25% with order, balance C.O.D. All mer-
chandise guaranteed. F.O.B., N.Y.C.

BARRYELECTrepNtICLCORP.

512 Broadway, N. Y. 12. N. Y.
(Unattended Service)
Teletype: NY 1-3731

WAlker 5-7000

Advertisers' Index

Barry Electronics Corp. 56

Belden Manufacturing Co. 19
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Central Electronics, Inc. 52

Channel Master Corp. 10

Cleveland Institute of
Radio Electronics 17
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Eico 54

Elgin National Watch Co.,
Electronics Division 45

Erie Resistor Corp. 55

General Cement Manufacturing Co. 49

General Electric Co. 4 & 5
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Jensen Industries 52

Mallory, P. R. & Co., Inc. 2

Mosely Electronics, Inc. 53

North American Phillips Co., Inc. . 3
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Walsco Electronics Corp. 16
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SENCORE

Handy".36"1
R -C

Substitution Unit II

I
I

I

//an dy 36

.1 Most
I Often
I Needed
I Components

At YOUR
Fingertips!

I
I
I
I
I
I
I

I

3 pole, 12 position switch individually
selects one of the "36" components
for direct substitution.
Contains:
* 12-1 watt 10% resistor

from 10 ohms to 5600 ohms
* 12 -Vs watt 10% resistors

from 10K ohms to 5.6
megohms

* 10-60o volt capacitors Completely isolated
from 100-iarnfd. to .5mfd.

* 1-10mfd 430V Electrolytic
* 1-40mfd, 450V Electrolytic
* For Shop, Lab, or outside service

AVAILABLE AT ALL PARTS
DISTRIBUTORS!

I

I

I
SERVICE

INSTRUMENTS CORP.
171 OFFICIAL RD., ADDISON, ILL.

POPULAR
SENCORE
PRODUCTS

sTronsisloi
Tester

 Leakage
Checker

 Filament
Tester

 Voltage
Regulator

 Bias Supply

Cut out this ad now for further information.

EAVE MOUNT Model

EM -48
One piece construction of heavy gauge, em-
bossed steel, Hot -Dip galvanized to prevent
corrosion. Unique design of lower bracket
gives extra strength and rigidity. Extendedlip supports mast during installation. 48'
spread permits generous spacing between
brackets for excellent mechanical mast sup-port. Roth 3" embossed steel upper bracket
and lower bracket have new "reversed" U

'bolt and clamp feature for Spintite fastening.
Also available with 60" spread: E111-60

WRITE FOR NEW 1957 CATALOG

South River, New Jersey

pioneer &
outstanding
producer of
finest line
of antenna
mounts
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brings you extra picture tube business and extra

dollars this Fall with a hard -selling, nation-wide advertising campaign,

3ee your PHILCO DISTRIBUTOR. Cash in on this sales -making opportunity.

MARILYN VAN DERBUR, MISS AMERICA 1958

DOUBLE SELLING ADVANTAGES

Only replacement picture tube for any set
doubly protected by written bond and warranty.

ALUMINIZED
PICTURE TUBES

Philco picture tubes give the sharpest,
brightest picture on any make or model
television receiver. Your old set will
seem like new with a Philco Star Bright
20/20 picture tube.

NATIONWIDE CAMPAIGN IN
TV GUIDE AND LOCAL NEWSPAPERS

TO RUN OVER YOUR NAME AND
BRING CUSTOMERS INTO YOUR STORE

To back you up this Fall Selling Season Philco
is running a tremendous advertising campaign
in the magazine read by over 5,000,000 tele-
viewing enthusiasts . . . TV Guide. In addition,
in local newspapers the story of Philco superi-
ority is being told to millions of additional
prospects all over America.

See your PHILCO DISTRIBUTOR. CASH IN ON THIS SALES -MAKING OPPORTUNITY

T DISTRIBUTOR 0
Service Parts Accessories Universal Components Power
Packed Batteries Long Life Tubes Heavy Duty Rotors
Star Bright 20/20 Picture Tubes Long Distance Antennas

PHILCO ACCESSORY DIVISION
"A" STREET AND ALLEGHENY AVENUE
PHILADELPHIA 34, PENNSYLVANIA

Please send me further information on Philco's Star
Bright 20/20 Aluminized Picture Tubes.

Name

Address

City Zone State

ES -1157



...assures a "healthy" line
of tubes for replacement in home

radios, automobile receivers,
phonographs, and TV sets!

Fast service, efficient service-without time -taking callbacks due to early hour tube
failures-are the vitamins, minerals, proteins and plasma of the healthy service business.
"Out -of -the -carton" and "right -into -the -set" is the service dealer's dream. And RCA's -
rigid program of production -line testing and warehouse sampling converts it to reality.
Tests for shorts, heater -cathode leakage, and transconductance help weed -out the
weaklings-assure superior -quality tubes. And where low noise and low
microphonics are essential to top performance, certain tubes undergo visual
and acoustic tests. Before RCA tubes are put into the famous red -and -black
RCA carton they are tested all over again at the warehouse for "solid" shorts
"flicker" shorts, and continuity. Add to this RCA's quality monitor:
microscopic inspection of welds, seals, stems, and electrodes of all popular -

types and new -type receiving tubes used in black -and -white and color -TV sets,
and automobile receivers ...and you have powerful reasons why RCA tubes are
preferred by manufacturers of electronic equipment and by you who service it.
So, never ask your distributor for "tubes" alone. Always specify: RCA TUBES!

RECEIVING TUBES
RADIO CORPORATION OF AMERICA
Electron Tube Division Harrison, N.J.

Your "Profit Builders"

Catalog

..now available from your
RCA TUBE DISTRIBUTOR...
lists and describes the

many promotional, busi-
ness, service, and tech-
nical aids RCA offers

to service dealers,
Get your copy and

start building
more profits
right away.


